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Silicon photonics is considered to have the potential to enable future communication sys-
tems with optical input-outputs to circumvent the shortcomings of electronics. Today silicon
is the material of choice for photonic and optoelectronic circuits, mainly due to its excellent
material properties, established processing technology, low-cost, compact device footprint,
and high-density integration. From sensing and detection to computing and communications,
silicon photonics has advanced remarkably in the last couple of decades and found numerous
applications.
This thesis work focusses on three novel applications of silicon photonics for optical
communications. The first application is the design and demonstration of a differential phase
shift keying (DPSK) demodulator circuit using a ring resonator. DPSK-based transceivers
are being actively considered for short-haul optical communication systems due to their ad-
vantages in terms of high extinction ratio, dispersion tolerance, and improved sensitivity.
The ring resonator utilizes the concept of coherent perfect absorption and results into a com-
pact demodulator circuit that can be easily integrated into an all-optical system. The next
application involves a nonlinear optical process, namely, four wave mixing (FWM) inside a
silicon nanowire. For FWM to occur efficiently, phase matching between the real propaga-
tion constants of all the frequency components is a key requirement. However, this condition
cannot be easily satisfied in integrated optics semiconductor platforms. We propose an alto-
gether new approach to achieve signal gain within the context of non-Hermitian photonics
and parity-time (PT) symmetry and show that the phase matching criterion is not necessary to
achieve efficient nonlinear interactions. Instead by introducing losses only to the idler com-
ponents while leaving the pump and signal waves intact, we analyze a coupled-wave system
of silicon nanowires using finite difference time domain technique and find that signal gain is
indeed possible in such a system, irrespective of the fulfillment of the phase-matching condi-
tion. The final application of silicon photonics in this thesis is the engineering of zero group
velocity dispersion (GVD) point in the C-band of communication channel. The problem of
pulse broadening due to chromatic dispersion is becoming an increasingly important factor
for signal degradation. We propose a hybrid silicon/plasmonic waveguide that can change
the zero-GVD point by altering the geometry and material of the waveguide components. In
addition, such hybrid system also has the potential to transmit both optical and electronic
signals along the same circuitry.
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Silicon photonics is the optical equivalent of silicon microelectronics. It entails the use of
photons to transmit, modulate, process and detect information more efficiently than electrical
signals. Excellent material properties, low-cost manufacturing, high yields and unified on-
chip integration with electronics as a result of using conventional silicon-integrated-circuit
processes are the most crucial benefits of silicon photonics [1]. The novel hypothesis for sil-
icon based photonic and optoelectronic integrated circuits is that these chip-scale networks,
after going through careful design steps, will operate at a wavelength anywhere within a very
broad spectral range of 1.2 − 100 µm [2]. Silicon photonics dense wavelength division mul-
tiplexing (DWDM) brings an additional spatial dimension to electronics, as it permits many
wavelength data channels to coexist spatially, with practically no electromagnetic cross talk
or power dissipation among various wavelength channels [3]. Therefore, the field of silicon
photonics has grown significantly in recent years and turned out to be progressively diverse
in its applications. Today, silicon-based platforms support the realization of a wide variety of
applications, including but not limited to, photonic interconnects [4], telecommunication [5],
signal processing [6], switched networks [7], imaging [8], displays [9], radio frequecny/wire-
less photonics [10], medical diagnosis [11], spectrometer-on-a-chip [12], photonic sensing
of chemical/biological/physical variables [13], neural networks [14], solar cells [15], and
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optical logic [16].
1.1 Silicon as a Photonic Material
Silicon (Si) is the second most (after oxygen) abundant element on earth. It has a simple
cubic crystal structure that can be used to make wafers with a staggering degree of purity
without defects. Such inexpensive and high-quality silicon wafers are the basis of inte-
grated circuit (IC) industry that has become pervasive and can be found in virtually every
day-to-day appliance and device in the modern world. In addition, silicon’s large thermal
conductivity, hardness, and low density are useful in semiconductor devices. For photonic
platform consideration, silicon has a high refractive index of 3.476 at 1550 nm and is trans-
parent to infrared light with wavelengths above approximately 1100 nm [17]. Furthermore,
silicon’s high-quality oxide, SiO2, offers one of the major advantages of silicon over ger-
manium and other semiconductors for integrated circuits. It has a relatively low refractive
index of 1.45 at 1550 nm and optical transparency in the telecommunication wavelengths.
Therefore, silicon, along with its oxide, constitute a very high index difference that results
into high confinement of propagating light inside silicon waveguide with oxide cladding,
stimulating the downscaling of device footprint to the order of submicron and nanometer
sizes [18].
Silicon has an indirect bandgap structure. Thus, free electrons tend to recombine with
holes by emitting phonons (heat) rather than photons, resulting in extremely poor internal
quantum efficiency for light emission in silicon. In order to achieve stimulated emission,
energy and momentum must be conserved for optical transitions. This conservation can be
easily realized in direct bandgap materials where the lowest energy point of conduction band
and highest energy point of valence band line up vertically along the wave vector axis, re-
sulting in rapid and efficient emission of photons through electron-hole pair recombination
(EHR), as illustrated in Fig. 1.1(a) [18]. On the other hand, in an indirect bandgap material
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Figure 1.1: Schematic energy band diagram of (a) a direct bandgap material, (such as GaAs)
(b) an indirect bandgap material (such as Si). In (b), absorption of photon elevates an electron
from the valence band to the conduction band from where it shifts to the lowest valley of
the conduction band through the assistance of a phonon. Two recombination processes can
occur in this stage: (1) non-radiative recombination, (2) Auger recombination. In addition,
the electron can also experience free carrier absorption [18].
such as silicon (Fig. 1.1(b)), free electrons stabilize in the lower valley of the conduction
band, that is not vertically aligned with the highest peak of valence band. Therefore, to
achieve stimulated emission, phonon absorption is required to satisfy the momentum conser-
vation condition and to emit photons; the probability of which is much smaller than that of a
single-step recombination process in direct bandgap materials. Typically, two kinds of non-
radiation processes are associated with EHR in a silicon material: (i) Auger recombination
(Excitation of a free electron to a higher energy level by absorbing the released energy from
an EHR) and (ii) Free-carrier absorption (Elevation of free electrons in conduction band to
higher energy levels by absorbing photons). Therefore, in order to realize a silicon-based
light source, various methods have been exploited to overcome the material limitation of
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silicon, namely its indirect bandgap. Some of the methods include hybrid integration of III-
V semiconductor [19] or germanium [20] gain medium with a silicon platform and silicon
lasers and amplifiers by using stimulated Raman scattering [21]. The motivation behind this
is that if one can find methods to achieve one’s goals using silicon with CMOS processes, it
would be difficult for other technologies to compete.
In the case of photodetector, where incident photons are absorbed and free electron-hole
pairs are generated, silicon can be an excellent material as long as the energy of incident
photons are equal to or greater than that of the bandgap, i.e., Ephoton ≥ Eg. However, due
to the material transparency at the communication wavelength range, optical detection on
the silicon platform requires the incorporation of other active materials, such as group III-V
materials [22, 23] and germanium [24, 25]. While III-V materials usually offer low dark
current, high speed, and high sensitivity for photodetection, germanium, on the other hand,
not only exhibits strong photon absorption in the entire communication wavelength range,
but also is highly compatible with Si CMOS fabrication processes, thus enabling monolithic
integration of Ge/SiGe photodetectors [26]. Recently, an all-Si ion-implanted p-i-n waveg-
uide photodetector has also been demonstrated without any other material incorporated into
the device [27, 28].
Another significant feature in photonic circuits is nonlinearity; which essentially cor-
responds to such optical medium where the dielectric polarization responds nonlinearly to
the electric field of the light. Nonlinear optics is also highly realistic, with hundreds of
applications being pursued in the commercial arena, including wavelength converters for
telecommunications, optical signal processing, and optical switching [29]. The traditional
linear electro-optical effect, or Pockels effect, is absent in pure silicon since it has a cen-
trosymmetric crystal structure [30]. Although several novel techniques have been applied to
instigate Pockels effect in crystalline silicon, e.g., applying an asymmetric strain [31] and
utilizing plasma dispersion effect for modulation [32], the susceptibility value is still lower
than that obtained in conventional lithium niobate (LiNbO3) platforms [18]. However, sil-
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icon does have an extremely large third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility in the near
infrared (about 34 orders of magnitude larger than that of silica) [30]. This large cubic non-
linearity in silicon, along with its strong optical confinement, leads to further enhancement
of the effective optical nonlinearity. Consequently, many nonlinear optical processes occur
in silicon photonics as summarized in Fig. 1.2.
Based on such aforementioned material properties and cost effectiveness, it can be sur-
mised that silicon photonics is in a superlative status to play a major role in the next genera-
tion devices and systems.
1.2 History of Silicon Photonics
There have been predictions of an optical superchip integrating various optical components
for light generation, modulation, manipulation, amplification, and detection ever since the
earliest research on optical circuits in the 1970s [33]. The early research was focussed pri-
marily on LiNbO3 due to its large electro-optic coefficient and III-V semiconductors due to
the relative ease of laser fabrication [34]. However, as mentioned previously, the potential
integration with electronics in a cost effective manner and utilization of the CMOS fabrica-
tion infrastructure eventually led to the investigation of silicon photonic circuits in the mid
1980s. While the IC industry relied mostly on crystalline silicon wafers, in the late 1980s and
mid 1990s, a new type of wafer, silicon-on-insulator (SOI), was fabricated by three novel ap-
proaches. They were separation by implanted oxygen (SIMOX) [35], bonded and etch-back
SOI (BESOI) [36], and smart cut [37]. The SOI substrate is ideal for waveguides since it
can highly confine light within the top silicon layer, and has favorable thermal and electrical
properties [38].
In 1993, Soref [39] presented a concept of a silicon opto-electronic integrated circuit
(OEIC) ‘superchip’ using silicon optical waveguides, as shown in Fig. 1.3. This superchip
integrated opto-electronic devices such as Si bipolar, BiCMOS, and SiGe/Si heterobipolar
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Figure 1.2: Relevant nonlinear optical processes in Si photonics: (a) spontaneous Raman
(Stokes and anti-Stokes) emission, (b) stimulated Raman emission, (c) Coherent Anti-Stokes
Raman Scattering, (d) Kerr effect and Two-Photon Absorption, and (e) Four Wave Mixing
[29].
transistors all onto a common substrate. However, advances in OEIC were hampered due
to inefficient silicon light emission. Over the period from 1993 to 2003, silicon photonics
progressed in a relatively small pace [18]. The pace quickened since 2004 due to investment
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Figure 1.3: Early example of a silicon-based optoelectronic integrated circuits superchip
[39].
by industry and government [2]. From this time research efforts have been put towards not
only discrete photonic devices, but also hybrid integration techniques.
On the subsequent sections, the development of several building blocks of the silicon
photonic circuit, which are essential to this thesis work, is summarized briefly.
1.2.1 Waveguides
The waveguide is one of the most fundamental building blocks in silicon photonic circuits.
For waveguides to be useful in photonic circuits, they need to be single-mode, polarization
independent and producible using conventional processes [3]. The first silicon waveguide
was reported in the 1980s [40] (Fig. 1.4(a)). Since it was a silicon-on-silicon rib waveguide,
where the substrate and the core are both made of silicon with different doping densities,
the refractive index step between the substrate and the guiding silicon layer was very small,
around 0.01, resulting in low light confinement and a large propagation loss of 15 dB/cm at
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1.3 µm [40]. As mentioned previously, the SOI platform was introduced in the late 1980s
and was suitable for waveguide applications in the communication wavelength range due to
their low substrate leakage radiation loss. The early waveguides had a width and height of
several microns, e.g., the rib waveguide pictured in Fig. 1.4(a) has a width of 10 µm and a
height of 7 µm. Further reduction of waveguide dimension was possible after introducing
strip or channel waveguides in the 1990s [41]. The strip waveguide in Fig. 1.4(b) has a width
of 450 nm and a height of 220 nm [42].
Figure 1.4: (a) Photomicrograph of a rib channel waveguide before (top) and after (bottom)
acid etch [40]. (b) Scanning electron microscope cross-sectional image of a strip waveguide
[42].
Although SOI waveguides have drawbacks in terms of large waveguide birefringence
[43] and temperature sensitivity [18], several novel techniques like stress modification in the
upper cladding layer [44] and subwavelength gratings [45] have been demonstrated to tackle
the issues of birefringence and temperature sensitivity, respectively. With these fundamental




Optical ring resonators have showed great potential as fundamental building blocks for a
multitude of applications in photonics. In a simple sense, a ring resonator consists of an
ordinary curved waveguide that channels light in a closed loop. But in general, the loop
can take the form of other closed shapes, such as a disk, racetrack, or ellipse. Placement of
a microresonator near a waveguide enables access to modes of the resonant cavity through
evanescent coupling a phenomena analogous to tunneling in solid-state physics [46]. Wave-
lengths of an optical signal propagating inside a waveguide are resonant with the cavity if its
effective circumference supports an integer number of wavelengths. These wavelengths can
then experience an increased intensity due to build up inside the resonator. A second waveg-
uide coupled to the ring allows extraction of the power from the resonator. Since wavelengths
that do not resonate with the ring circumvent it altogether, ring resonators ,at their most ba-
sic level, act as a spectral filter. Although functionally similar to FabryPerot resonators, ring
resonators have several advantages [46]: 1) Compatibility with monolithic microfabrication
technologies due to their planar architecture, 2) No multilayer or distributed Bragg reflectors
required to achieve high finesse, 3) No need for costly Faraday circulators since the injected,
transmitted, and reflected waves occupy spatially distinct channels, 4) Integration of many
devices on the same chip due to their small dimensions or footprint.
The first report on a curved pathway for acoustic waves was reported in 1910 by Lord
Rayleigh in 1910 as “whispering gallery” [47]. In the optical domain, Marcatili first pro-
posed integrated ring resonators in 1969 [48] and Weber and Ulrich first demonstrated guided
optical ring resonator in 1971 [49]. The early works on ring resonators were performed using
glass fiber resulting in a very large radius in the order of several mm, even cm, due to very
small index difference. In the early 1990s, several groups demonstrated ring resonators in
III-V semiconductors [50, 51]. As mentioned previously, the high index contrast between Si
and SiO2 results in tight confinement of light inside the waveguide/resonator and it results
into much smaller bending radius. Consequently, Si-SiO2 became the platform of choice for
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single-mode microring resonators [46].
Figure 1.5: Scanning Electron Microscope images of ring resonators being used as a part of
a (a) logic gate [52], (b) modulator [53], (c) sensor [54], (d) laser [55].
Today ring resonators have found applications in diverse devices such as lasers [50], am-
plifiers [56], sensors [54], optical channel dropping filters [57], optical add/drop (de)multiplexers
[58], modulators [53], switches [59], routers [60], and logic gates [52]. Some of the ring res-
onators used in such applications are shown in Fig. 1.5.
1.2.3 Directional Couplers
Directional couplers are passive devices that were used mostly in the field of radio technol-
ogy before the advent of micro-electronic and photonic circuits. In a directional coupler or
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coupled waveguides setting, two waveguides are brought into close proximity to each other
with a gap in between them. The evanescent field of one guide extends out and partially
overlaps the adjacent guide so that energy can tunnel from one guide to the other through the
interaction of the evanescent tail. Being symmetric, energy can flow either way in this struc-
ture. Structures of this type serve as mode combiners for heterodyne receivers, and optical
taps [61].
The first proposal of a guide, suitable for integrated optical circuitry and consisting of
a dielectric rod with rectangular cross section surrounded by several dielectrics of smaller
refractive indices was introduced in 1969 [62]. It showed promise due to its size, single-
mode operation, mechanical stability, simplicity, and precise construction. Later, in 1976,
Kogelnik put forward theoretical details of a coupled waveguide structure in which complete
conversion of light from one guide to the other can be achieved by an electrical adjustment
[63]. These structures had potential to be used to make photonic switches, modulators, split-
ters, and combiners. After the realization of the potential of SOI platform for integrated pho-
tonic devices, directional couplers fabricated using silicon have been widely used as power
couplers due to their simple configurations [64].
1.3 Roadmap for Silicon Photonics
It is clear that silicon photonics has a bright future. Based on the expectation that silicon
photonic interconnects will out perform electrical and multi-mode-fiber interconnects due to
their reduced cost of $1/Gbps, the mega-datacenter and high-performance computing compa-
nies are launching a large-scale deployment of silicon-photonics based interconnects starting
in 2018 [65]. It is anticipated that the total revenue of silicon photonics will reach several
hundreds of millions of US dollars (Fig. 1.6).
During the early decades, the first stage of silicon photonics research was mainly focused
on preliminary devices and building-block circuits. Researchers investigated several funda-
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Figure 1.6: Silicon photonics 2013-2024 market forecast [65].
mental problems such as fiber-to-waveguide coupling and duplicating photonic components
developed on other material platforms [18]. While many practical devices have now been
perfected and fully commercialized, there are still shortcomings of silicon as a photonic ma-
terial, such as, its inefficiency to produce light sources. Nowadays, researchers from both
academia and industry are shifting their efforts towards the optimization of the existing com-
ponents and expansion of applications. In the following subsections a brief overview of the
future challenges to be solved in the silicon photonic platform is presented.
1.3.1 Data Communications
The motivations to adopt silicon photonics into datacenters and other data-communications
markets are low cost per data lane (∼$1/Gbps), low power consumption per data line (few
pJ/bit), and good manufacturability and reliability [65]. Some of the major silicon photonic
technologies involved and challenges to meet the future data communications and datacenter
requirements are modulators and detectors, on-chip power efficient lasers, CMOS integra-
tion, fiber attach and (de)multiplexers [65]. Modulators need to be high-speed, CMOS driv-
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able, and remain manufacturable with high throughputs when integrated. Grating couplers
and edge couplers need to have less insertion loss and larger optical bandwidth. Multiplexers
need to be low-loss and polarization insensitive.
1.3.2 Light Sources
As mentioned previously, electrically pumped efficient sources on silicon are a challenge
due to the indirect bandgap of silicon. To circumvent this problem, currently, the major-
ity of light sources in silicon photonics use III-V gain regions directly onto silicon wafers
(Fig. 1.7). While the silicon platform offers low propagation loss, low bending radius and
high integration densities, III-V materials offer advantages of direct bandgap, high gain val-
ues and bandgap tuning [65].
Figure 1.7: A portion of a 150 mm-diameter IIIV-on-SOI wafer containing ring cavity lasers
(left) and 1 cm2 chips containing 400 micro-ring lasers (right) [66].
The three major improvements required for future light sources for interconnects are
bandwidth density, energy efficiency and latency. In addition, power efficiency and high-
temperature operation are extremely important in future integration efforts.
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1.3.3 Optical Modulators
The optical modulator is an essential element in most silicon photonic circuits. While im-
pressive performances have been demonstrated in various material platforms like graphene
[67], organics [68] and III-V compounds [69], these platforms lack easy CMOS compatibil-
ity like silicon.
Figure 1.8: (a)Microscope image of a plasmonic modulator [70] and (b) diagram of a silicon-
organic modulator cross section [68].
The most common modulator in silicon photonics is the Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(MZI) based modulator [71]. As applications for silicon photonics become more complex in
terms of the amount of channels involved, low power consumption and temperature sensitiv-
ity are becoming increasingly the major factors. In this regard, new materials, if efficiently
integrated with the silicon waveguide can yield significant advancements in performance.
Examples include plasmonic modulator [70] and silicon-organic modulator [68], as shown
in Figs. 1.8(a) and (b), respectively.
1.3.4 Photodetectors
The main requirement for active devices of photodetectors for silicon photonics is to be
compatible with silicon technology and to maintain high bandwidth, efficiency and low loss
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while consuming low power. Since silicon is transparent for wavelengths larger than 1100
nm, several novel techniques have been employed to offer detection of light in the commu-
nication band of wavelengths ranging from 1300 to 1550 nm. These include Ge-on-Si [72]
and Si+-implantation [73].
Figure 1.9: (a) Cross-section SEM image of a Ge waveguide photodetector [72], (b) False
color SEM crosssection of a p-i-n device [73].
The Ge waveguide photodetectors currently have satisfactory performance to address
numerous applications including optical communications [65]. One major advantage of Ge
is that it is a silicon-foundry-compatible element. However, several challenges are still to be
solved that include further reduction of detector noise, increase of detector sensitivity and
data rate, and extension to mid-infrared range.
1.4 Advancements in Fabrication Technology
Advances in the development of CMOS-based photonic systems in recent years have promised
commercial development of such systems on a large scale. This has become possible due
to different modifications of silicon-based materials including silicon-on-insulator, SiGe al-
loys, and strained Si. The most vital reasoning to utilize microelectronics silicon foundries
for photonics is that silicon foundry offers the lowest processing cost (per unit area) and the
highest quality of silicon wafers compared to any other semiconductor materials [74]. And
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history has showed that if it is possible to realize one’s objective through silicon, it becomes
difficult for other technologies to compete [3].
Considerable research work is going on currently that addresses the need for integrating a
plethora of components on a common waveguide platform (e.g., SOI) with high yield. There
exist silicon foundries that produce highly controlled wafers (Fig. 1.10) for photonic circuits.
Several silicon photonics foundries that offering multi-project wafers are IMEC, LETI and
A*Star/IME. In these foundries SOI substrates with a silicon device layer thickness of 220
nm have become the standard waveguide height [75]. However, this height can be changed
locally by etching or overlayer deposition. Although the platform with 300 nm silicon thick-
ness appears to be somewhat superior to that with 220 nm silicon, further improvement is
needed in terms of phase accuracy and bend radii [65].
Figure 1.10: Photograph of 8” SOI wafer with various photonic components and circuits
[76].
Concurrently, link price, performance and power consumption need to be improved in
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order to decrease the technology cost ($) and the energy cost (pJ/bit) of data transmission.
Increasing the integration density of the photonic components is the main way to achieve this
goal. This requires the implementation of several new process steps (Fig. 1.11) that include
multiple SOI patterning, allowing the integration of strip-and rib-waveguides with varying
SOI and slab thicknesses, integrating new material layers.
Figure 1.11: Process integration roadmap versus photonic node [65].
Another major point for silicon photonics from fabrication point of view is packaging
that can significantly affect the performance and cost of the overall photonic module. The
main challenges associated with packaging include packaging of single mode fibers, integra-
tion of sources and control electronics, management of thermal effects and development of
fast, automated and high-volume packaging equipment. After these challenges are met, the
associated design rules are implemented within software tools such as Mentor Graphics and
Phoenix Software [77]. The main purpose of these efforts is to ensure that packaging is not
the weak link in the supply chain.
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1.5 Scope of Dissertation
The application field of silicon photonics is vast and continually expansive; few of which
have been mentioned above. In terms of communication applications, silicon photonic cir-
cuits have the potential to be used as (de)modulators, amplifiers and dispersion controlling
element in interconnects. In this dissertation these three aspects of silicon photonics for
optical communication are analyzed.
Chapter 2 discusses a theoretical overview as well as computational and experimen-
tal framework for designing silicon-based nanophotonic devices. Chapter 3 examines is
coherent-perfect-absorption based differential phase shift keying (DPSK) demodulator cir-
cuit utilizing a ring resonator. By controlling the absorption in the ring and matching it with
the coupling coefficient of the two bus waveguides, the phase response of the device is con-
trolled. In addition, a delay line is used as required for a typical DPSK demodulator circuit.
The result is a compact, CMOS-compatible on-chip circuit to decode DPSK encoded signal.
Chapter 4 presents non-Hermitian parametric amplification via four wave mixing (FWM).
For FWM process to occur efficiently, a phase matching condition between the real propaga-
tion constants of the pump, signal, and idler beams must be satisfied. However, if some extra
dissipation to the idler component can be added then the phase matching requirement can be
relaxed. In simple terms, it means we are adding loss for the idler in order to achieve gain
for the signal; irrespective of their wavelengths and waveguide geometry. Chapter 5 centers
onto the dispersion engineering of Si/plasmonics hybrid optical interconnections. Basically,
here we investigate the dispersion properties of such device and see how the waveguide ge-
ometry can effectively change the dispersion properties of the hybrid mode. This method






In this section several theoretical concepts are briefly reviewed that are essential to this thesis.
They are differential phase shift keying, coherent perfect absorption, four wave mixing, and
dispersion.
2.1.1 Differential Phase Shift Keying
During most of the last century majority of the communication systems was in the analog
form. However, the digital format gained popularity in the 1990s. In transmitting and re-
ceiving digital carrier signals, there are three basic forms of modulation [78]: amplitude shift
keying (ASK), frequency shift keying (FSK), phase shift keying (PSK), as shown in Fig. 2.1.
In ASK, the amplitude of the carrier is varied in proportion to the input data signal. When
the bit is 0, the carrier is off and when the bit is 1, the carrier is on. In FSK, the frequency
of the carrier is varied in proportion to the input data signal. A 0 is transmitted by a pulse of
frequency ω1, and 1 is transmitted by a frequency of ω2. In PSK, we add a phase difference
to the carrier frequency for 1 bit with respect to that of the 0 bit, or vice versa. Compared
to ASK and FSK schemes, PSK is more power efficient and also less susceptible to errors.
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Also, a higher data rate of transmission can be achieved using a high level of PSK modula-
tions such as Quadrature PSK (represents 2 bits per constellation), 16-Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (represents 4 bits per constellation) etc.
Figure 2.1: Digital modulation schemes where a (a) carrier frequency is being modulated by
the (b) data bit stream and results into (c) amplitude shift keying, (d) frequency shift keying,
and (e) phase shift keying.
The straight-forward demodulation scheme for ASK signals is envelope detection. FSK
signals can also be decoded in this way after converting to ASK through bandpass filters.
Although envelope detection cannot be used for PSK encoded signal, it is still possible to
demodulate PSK signals noncoherently by means of a clever method known as differential
PSK (DPSK). The main advantage of DPSK modulation scheme is that it facilitates non-
coherent demodulation. Regular PSK typically does not support this, and therefore requires
coherent demodulation only. Coherent demodulation means that the carrier sinusoid which
is modulated by the message signal to get the passband signal has to somehow be reproduced
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at the receiver end and thereby used for demodulation of the passband signal to obtain the
message. This can become tricky because more often than not, the received signal’s carrier
frequency has deviated from the original because of Doppler and other effects. Thus using
the same carrier frequency as the transmitted signal will give a noisy demodulated message
signal. But since the receiver has no knowledge of what transpired during transmission,
generating the received carrier is not easy.
DPSK modulation offers a way out by encoding the information data into the phase
difference for two successive bits, k−1 and k. Since the phase value in PSK is finite (equaling
to 0 and pi in binary PSK), the information data can be encoded into the phase difference
(∆φ = φk − φk−1) by the transmitter. This technique is known as differential encoding
(Fig. 2.2(a)), where the input data (Ik) is added with its one bit delayed version to get the
modulated data (qk). For example, a phase difference of zero represents 0 bit whereas a
phase difference of pi means 1 bit. The polar line code in Fig. 2.2(a) simply outputs the
differentially encoded bit pattern (ak) as +1 and −1. It is then input into a regular PSK
modulator and we get ± cosωct as the differentially encoded signal.
Figure 2.2: Differential Phase Shift Keying (a) Modulator and (b) Demodulator.
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If the data bit is 0, both the present and previous pulses have the same phase (both pulses
being either cosωct or − cosωct). If the data bit is 1, the present and previous pulses are of
opposite polarities (one being cosωct, while the other being − cosωct).
Table 2.1: Differential encoding and decoding of DPSK signals
Time k 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Ik 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
qk 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
ak -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1
φk pi 0 0 pi pi pi 0 pi 0 0 0
φk − φk−1 pi 0 pi 0 0 pi pi pi 0 0
Detected bits 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
In demodulating DPSK encoded signal (Fig. 2.2(b)), a local carrier is not required to
be generated since the received modulated signal itself is a carrier (± cosωct). So, at first,
the received signal is delayed by one bit interval. If the received pulse is identical to the
previous pulse, the product y(t) = cos2ωct = (1/2)(1 + cos 2ωct), and the low pass filter
output z(t) = 1/2. And the present bit is detected as 0. If the received and previous pulses
are of opposite polarity, then y(t) = − cos2ωct and z(t) = −1/2. And the present bit is
detected as 1. Table 2.1 and Figure 2.3 illustrate examples of the encoding and decoding.
By using such noncoherent detection scheme, DPSK modulation format has recently
become of interest for on-chip optical communication systems. This interest is due to its
3-dB improvement in receiver sensitivity in comparison to an intensity modulated direct
detection (IMDD) systems, thus enabling increased system margin and reduced input power
to the fiber spans and an increasing length of the fiber link [79]. In addition, DPSK scheme
is more tolerant to fiber nonlinearities [80].
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Figure 2.3: The process of differential phase shift keying modulation and demodulation.
DPSK encodes an arbitrary bit pattern into a carrier sinusoid in such a way that it changes
its phase by 180◦ only for bit 1. For demodulation of the signal, the relative phase of the
two successive bits are measured and the phase pattern for this differential signal correctly
corresponds to the main bit pattern.
2.1.2 Coherent Perfect Absorption
The concept of coherent perfect absorption was first introduced by a group from Yale Uni-
versity [81]. It is nothing but a time-reversed counterpart of laser emission. In the lasing
process, a cavity with gain produces outgoing optical fields with a definite frequency and
phase relationship, without being illuminated by coherent incoming fields at that frequency.
The laser is coupled to an energy source (the pump) that inverts the electron population of the
gain medium, causing the onset of coherent radiation at a threshold value of the pump. Be-
cause of the property of time reversal, it follows that the same cavity, with the gain medium
replaced by an equivalent absorbing medium, will perfectly absorb the same frequency of
light, if it is illuminated with incoming waves with the same field pattern. This phenomenon
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is known as coherent perfect absorption (CPA).
The concept of CPA has been utilized in our group previously to propose an integrated
optical modulator using a ring resonator (RR) based device [82]. The schematic of the device
is shown in Fig. 2.4(a). In particular, the input to the ring resonator is evenly split into two
signals, with a phase shift (∆φ) introduced into one of them. The two signals are then
coupled to the ring through the two bus waveguides. The ring has an internal loss rate, γi,
which represents round-trip losses within the resonator, such as absorption, scattering, and
bending loss. The steady-state power to the ring resonator from the two bus waveguides
has a coupling coefficient of γc. To achieve efficient power transfer between the ring and
the waveguide, the device must operate such that 2γc = γi, which is a condition known as
critical coupling [83, 84]. Under this condition, the transmitted signal ideally drops to zero.
Figure 2.4: (a) Schematic of a RR-CPA modulator, (b) Power loss and transmission from the
CPA modulator as a function of phase shift, (c) ON and (d) OFF states field profiles of the
modulator [82].
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Using temporal coupled mode theory [83], the time-dependent-coupling equation for the
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where ω0 is the resonant frequency, γtot = 2γc + γi is the total loss rate, s0 =
√
P0, and P0
is the input optical power. The steady-state frequency response of the resonator is derived










2γtot + j(ω − ω0)
. (2.2)
Using conservation of energy, the complex power amplitude escaping from ports A and B








s0e j∆φ − √γca. (2.4)
When the device is critically coupled then power through any of the bus waveguides at reso-










Similarly, the steady-state power loss inside the ring is found from Eq. 2.2,






Equations 2.5 and 2.6 are plotted as a function of phase shift (∆φ) in Fig. 2.4(b). Therefore,
the power escaping from the resonator can be modulated to be between 0% and 100% of
the input power by controlling the phase difference of two balanced input beams. The field
profiles of the two extreme cases of the phase difference, namely 0 and pi, are shown in
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Figs. 2.4(c) and (d), respectively. When ∆φ = 0, the ring is in resonance and when ∆φ = pi,
the ring is out of resonance. To differentiate it with the typical ring resonance (∆ω = 0)
condition, we term this resonance condition as CPA resonance.
2.1.3 Four Wave Mixing
Four wave mixing (FWM) is a nonlinear optical phenomenon that occurs inside a third-
order nonlinear medium. We consider three waves of angular frequencies ω1, ω2, and ω3
and complex amplitudes A1, A2, and A3 travelling inside such a third-order medium with a









The dominant nonlinear polarization inside the medium is of third-order and can be ex-
pressed as
PNL = 4χ(3)E3. (2.8)
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where c is the speed of light inside the medium. Substituting Eq. 2.7 and 2.9 into the wave




Aq = −Sq, (2.11)
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where Sq is the amplitide of the component of S at frequency ωq. For the four waves to be
coupled, their frequencies must satisfy conservation of energy,
ω1 + ω2 = ω3 + ω4. (2.12)
In other words, if these frequencies are distinct, then three waves can combine and create
a source at the fourth frequency. In the degenerate case for which two of the four waves
have the same frequency ω3 = ω4 ≡ ωp, we have three waves with frequencies related by
ωs+ωi = 2ωp, where we have replaced 1 and 2 with s and i, respectively to be consistent with
the notations mentioned in chapter 4. For collinear waves travelling in the z direction, using























i∆kz + Ei(|Ei|2 + 2|Es|2 + 2|Ep|2)] (2.15)
where Ep,s,i are the pump, signal, and idler waves, κ′p,s,i = 3µ0ω
2
p,s,iχ
(3)/2kp,s,i, ∆k = 2kp −
ks− ki is the phase-mismatch, and the asterisks denote complex conjugation. In order for this
process to occur efficiently, the phase mismatch, ∆k should be equal to zero. In this case,
the signal and idler component will grow at the expense of the pump wave. Equations 2.13,
2.14, and 2.15 are the basis for non-Hermitian FWM process described in chapter 4.
2.1.4 Dispersion
The most prominent limitation on the fundamental bandwidth in optical waveguides is dis-
persion [61]. Dispersion essentially implies the broadening of an optical signal pulse in time.
Figure 2.5 illustrates how dispersion can potentially limit the data rate of a communication
channel. At the input, a pulse (representing a binary information) is launched onto an optical
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waveguide. Dispersion causes the pulse to spread in time. When it arrives atthe output, the
pulse has broadened to the extent that it will seriously overlap adjacent pulses. This temporal
broadening effectively establishes the maximum information capacity for a communication
link.
Figure 2.5: Broadening of an optical pulse traveling in a dispersive medium. Figure recreated
following [85].
Optical waveguides display three types of dispersion [61]: material dispersion, modal
dispersion and waveguide dispersion. In material dispersion, different wavelengths of light
travel at different velocities within a given medium. So each wavelength component of
a pulse that has a finite spectral bandwidth will travel at a different velocity. The pulse
effectively will spreads out in time and space. Modal dispersion occurs in waveguides with
more than one propagating mode. Each allowed mode in the waveguide will travel with
a different group velocity. The modes arrive at the end of the waveguide slightly delayed
relative to each other. This effectively spreads the temporal duration of the pulse. Waveguide
dispersion, on the other hand, becomes significant in single mode systems operating near the
zero material dispersion point.
The frequency-dependent propagation constant β is defined as β = ωn(ω)/c. Here, n
refers to the effective index of the waveguide that is a function of the material of the waveg-
uide and its geometry. For considering wavelengths that are spectrally far from each other,
higher order dispersion terms become significant in the calculation of dispersion. These
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Another important parameter for quantifying dispersion is group velocity dispersion
(GVD), D, defined as D = −2picβ2/λ2. D is usually specified in units of ps/km-nm: the
pulse broadening is measured in picoseconds, the length of the medium in kilometers, and
the source spectral width in nanometers. It is a strong function of the waveguide geometry as
plotted using finite element method in Fig. 2.6. The black curve in Fig. 2.6 refers to GVD of
bulk silicon. As the waveguide cross-section is increased the mode is more confined inside
the waveguide. This results into the GVD behavior approaching that of the bulk silicon, as
indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Group velocity dispersion as a function of wavelength for waveguides of various
geometry in a silicon waveguide.
In a single-mode waveguide, modal dispersion is absent. Therefore, material and waveg-
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uide dispersions are the only dominating effects. Since most single-mode optical commu-
nication links operate near λ0, obviously waveguide dispersion is an important parameter to
consider while designing dispersion compensated optical devices.
2.2 Computational Methods
In this section we succinctly discuss several well-known numerical methods to study prop-
erties and propagation of electromagnetic waves in waveguide structures. These are finite
element method, finite difference time domain, and effective index method. These com-
putational methods work as a virtual replacement of the experimental method, where one
is performing all the relevant ‘experiments’ on computer reducing development cost and
quickening development of new products [86]. In designing and optimizing photonic de-
vices, simulations indeed play a very important role. In fact, applications of computational
electromagnetics goes well beyond photonics [87] in diversified applications including, but
not limited to, biological and medical science, quantum information science, antenna analy-
sis and design, microwave devices to name a few.
2.2.1 Finite Element Method
The finite element method (FEM) is generally advantageous in complex geometries and/or
high index contrast materials. It is a full-vector implementation for both propagating and
leaky waveguide modes, and cavity modes for 1D and 2D Cartesian cross-sections and 3D
bodies of revolution in cylindrical coordinates. It may be used to find all the modes or a
small group of modes about a given wavelength.
In this method, the entire continuous domain is divided into a finite number of sub-
domains and trial functions defined over each subdomain are used [88]. The unknown func-
tion is represented by simple interpolation functions with unknown coefficients. Therefore,
the original boundary-value problem with an infinite number of degrees of freedom is con-
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Figure 2.7: Examples of finite element discretization. (a) Two-dimensional with triangular
elements. (b) Three-dimensional with tetrahedral elements. Figure from [88].
verted into a problem with a finite number of degrees of freedom, or in other words, the
solution of the entire system is approximated by a finite number of unknown coefficients.
Then a system of algebraic equations is obtained, and finally, a solution of the boundary-
value problem is achieved by solving the system of equations.
Linear line segments, triangles, and tetrahedra are the basic one-, two-, and three-dimensional
elements that model curved lines or surfaces by straight line segments or planar patches.
Figure 2.7 gives two examples showing the finite element discretization of a two- and three-
dimensional domain.
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2.2.2 Finite Difference Time Domain
The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method is a very popular numerical scheme to
rigorously solve Maxwell’s equations without having any approximations or theoretical re-
strictions. This method is widely used as a propagation solution technique in integrated
optics, especially in situations where solutions obtained via other methods such as the Beam
Propagation Method (BPM) cannot cope with the structure geometry or are not adequate
solutions. Since FDTD is a direct solution of Maxwell’s curl equations, it therefore includes
many more effects than other approximate methods.
2.2.2.1 General formulation
Assuming a nonmagnetic material (µ = µ0) and source-free region (J = 0 and ρ = 0),
Maxwell’s curl equations are [85]
∇ ×H = ∂D
∂t
(2.19)
∇ × E = −µ0∂H∂t (2.20)
where E and H are electric and magnetic fields, respectively and D is the electric displace-
ment flux density. In simulating the various structures for this thesis, we have employed
two-dimensional (2D) FDTD methods. In this case, the medium is considered to be infinite
in the z-direction and no change is considered in z-direction, resulting in ∂∂z = 0. Therefore,






























































































The first group is called TE to z polarization and the second group is called TM to z polar-
ization [89].
2.2.2.2 Two-dimensional Yee implementation
The basic implementation of FDTD method was first proposed by Yee [90] and is known
as the Yee algorithm. For 2D discretization using the TM mode (Group 2) in the previous
section, we introduce the Yee mesh in Fig. 2.8. A Yee cell is formed around point (i, j). The
electric field distribution within each cell is assumed to be constant and the z-component Ez
of electric field is defined at the midpoint of each cell. The above Maxwell’s equations are
approximated as [86]









Hn+1/2x (i, j + 1/2) −Hn+1/2x (i, j − 1/2)
∆y
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Enz (i, j + 1) − Enz (i, j)
∆y
(2.29)





Enz (i + 1, j) − Enz (i, j)
∆x
From the above equations the time-stepping numerical algorithm for the interior region is
Figure 2.8: Yee mesh in 2D for the TM mode.
determined. Since the constants ε0 and µ0 appearing in these equations differ by several
orders of magnitude, these equations are first scaled and then iteratively solved in a leapfrog
manner, alternating between computing the E and H fields at subsequent intervals. In order
to utilize the FDTD implementation we use Synopsys RSoft FullWAVE, where both physical
and numerical parameters are required. The physical parameters include the relative permit-
tivity and relative permeability as a function of space and/or frequency, and the electromag-
netic field excitation. The numerical parameters include a finite computational domain, the
boundary condition(s), and the spatial grid and temporal grid sizes. For our purpose, we as-
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sume a perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary condition, whereby electromagnetic fields
incident on the simulation boundary are perfectly absorbed without any backward reflection
that might cause disturbance to the forward travelling waves.
2.2.3 Effective Index Method
The complete, rigorous, and exact analysis of the mode structure of a dielectric waveguide
can involve rather extensive and computationally expensive calculations. To circumvent this
problem, a method known as the effective index method (EIM) has been developed [91]. It
essentially converts a single three dimensional problem into two two-dimensional problems
or a single two dimensional problem into two one-dimensional problems [61].
Figure 2.9: A buried dielectric waveguide can be decomposed into two spatially orthogonal
waveguides: a horizontal and a vertical slab waveguide. The thin waveguide is analyzed in
terms of the actual indices that form the structure. The thick waveguide is analyzed using the
effective index found from the first waveguide analysis. Schematic diagram recreated from
[61].
Let us consider the buried rectangular waveguide shown in Fig. 2.9. In order to use the
effective index method, the first step is to elongate the waveguide out along its thin axis, in
this case along the y-axis, forming a planar slab waveguide. The thin one-dimensional slab
waveguide can be analyzed in terms of TE or TM modes to find the allowed value of the
propagation constant, β, for the desired wavelength and mode of interest. Once β is found,
the effective index of the slab is determined through the relation ne f f = β/k0, where k0 is
the wavevector of the light being guided in vacuum. After this effective index is determined,
we return to the original structure, and elongate it along the thick axis (in this case vertical),
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forming a slab waveguide in the x-direction. The modes for this waveguide can now be
found, only instead of using the original value of the index for the guiding film, the effective
index found in the first step must be used. The value of β found from this last step is the
actual propagation constant value for the mode. However, it must be remembered that to be
accurate, the aspect ratio of the width/height or vice versa of the waveguide must be equal to
or exceed a factor of three to be accurate [61]. This is due to the fact that the electromagnetic
mode is usually tightly confined within the core, and the amount of energy in the corner
regions becomes negligible, so the wave equation can be solved using standard separation of
variables as described here. However, if the core cross-section is much small, then the mode
will have a significant amount of power in the corner. In this case, the x and y dependent
solutions will be strongly coupled through the boundary conditions in the corner regions,
making them mathematically inseparable.
The effective index method is perhaps the most popular and commonly employed tech-
nique for waveguide design. It is relatively straightforward to understand and apply, and its
results are not too far from those generated from exact analysis using rigorous Maxwell’s
equations.
2.3 Fabrication Overview
In this section, we briefly describe the fabrication of some elementary silicon photonic com-
ponents for testing that were performed at Brookhaven National Laboratories. We designed
simple waveguides, ring resonators, Y-splitters, delay lines; fabricated them at BNL and
characterized them in order to match with the design parameters. The purpose of this ex-
perimentation was to confirm that our proposed DPSK demodulator circuit (Chapter 3), that
has all these discrete elements inside it, has well-characterized components. In addition, we
can measure the effect of the variation of these components on the demodulator circuit. For
example, the length of the delay line affects the bit rate and the circumference of the ring
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affects the critical coupling condition.
2.3.1 Base Wafer
The base wafer type that we worked on was that of Soitec SOI wafers [92]. It consisted of a
220 nm Si top layer followed by a 3 µm SiO2 insulating layer and a 625 µm Si carrier wafer.
The purpose of the 3 µm SiO2 layer is to ensure that no coupling occurs to the substrate. The
top layer of Si had a resistivity of 10-20 Ω-cm with a slight p-doping of ∼ 1 × 1015 cm−3.
This base wafer was cut into several 1 cm × 1 cm pieces. Each piece then underwent the
fabrication steps, summarized briefly in Fig. 2.10.
2.3.2 Wafer Preparation
As a first step, the silicon wafer pieces were subject to a cleaning process that consisted
of three immersive baths for 5 minutes each. The initial bath was in acetone, followed by
methanol, and then isopropanol alcohol. While they were immersed, they were sonicated to
ensure that the surface was free of fine particulates which could distort and add roughness to
the nano-scale components. Following the baths, compressed N2 was used to dry the chips.
They were then subjected to a baking process. The bake process was performed at 450 ◦C for
30 minutes to ensure that any surface moisture was removed that could potentially prevent
good adhesion of the resist. Next, the chips were subjected to an O2 plasma cleaning at 100
W for 2 minutes. A hexamethyldisilizane (HMDS) monolayer was then applied on top of
the wafer chips utilizing a Yield Engineering Systems HMDS oven [93]. HMDS was needed
to promote the chemical adhesion of an organic compound (photoresist) to a non-organic
substrate (wafer). It acts as a sort of a transition layer, with favorable bonding properties to
both the photoresist and wafer surface.
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Figure 2.10: Silicon photonics fabrication steps: (a) After cleaning, photoresist (HSQ) was
applied on the wafer. (b) The wafer then underwent e-beam lithography. (c) After exposure,
the resist is dissolved in selected regions. (d) Based on design, parts of the top silicon layer
are etched off. (e) After removal of resist, (f) a top layer of oxide is deposited.
2.3.3 Spin-coating of Resist
After cleaning and the application of an HMDS layer, the chips were then spin coated with
Dow Corning XR1541-006 at 4500 rpm for 60 seconds, resulting in a layer between 90-120
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nm of hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ). XR1541-006 is a type of flowable oxide composed
of a 6% concentration of HSQ [94], which provides excellent etch resistance and is suitable
to be used as a hard mask. It is also a negative resist requiring exposure along the waveg-
uide themselves [95]. In addition, HSQ has the ability to make high contrast ratio structures
resulting in nearly vertical waveguide sidewalls and to produce repeatable and reliable pat-
tern definitions [95, 96]. After applying the resist, the chips were then baked at 80 ◦C for 4
minutes to ensure that all solvent was removed from the resist.
2.3.4 E-beam Writing
The pattern transfer was done utilizing a JEOL 6300FS electron-beam lithography tool [97]
with a 100 kV acceleration voltage, a 2 nm spot size and 4 nA beam current. The pattern
was created using Synopsys RSoft [98] that can convert the design file into the Graphic Data
System (.gds) file. Layout BEAMER software [99] was used to transfer the .gds file con-
taining the write pattern to the e-beam writer. It also featured Proximity Effect Correction,
important for these waveguide structures, as the layer of HSQ acts as a charging layer that
can distort and/or deflect the electron beam[99].
2.3.5 Pattern Development
After writing the pattern, the chips were then developed using a salty developer. The salty
developer consisted of a mix of 1.5 grams of NaOH and 6 grams of NaCl in 150 mL of
de-ionized (DI) water. The chips were subjected to a series of sonication steps during devel-
opment [95]. After an initial placement in a bath of the salty developer and sonicated for 5
s, the chips were immediately removed from the bath and then placed into a second bath of
salty developer and sonicated for 5 s. They remained in the second bath for 10 minutes for
full development. After the second bath of salty developer, they were then placed in a bath
of DI water, sonicated for 5 s, and remained in the water bath for another 10 minutes. The




To selectively etch the top layer of silicon, SF6/O2 was used via a cryogenically cooled
process at −100 ◦C using Oxford Plasmalab etcher [100]. The process relies on reactive ion
etching process that uses chemically reactive plasma to remove material deposited on wafers,
in this case, silicon. The plasma is generated under low pressure (vacuum). High-energy ions
from the plasma attack the wafer surface and react with it.
Figure 2.11: Scanning electron microscope images of (a) straight waveguide, (b) bent waveg-
uide, (c) ring resonator, and (d) Y-splitter.
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2.3.7 Oxide Deposition
The final step in the fabrication was to deposit a layer of SiO2 through plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process using Trion Orion III PECVD tool [101]. This
layer works as the top cladding of the silicon waveguides, while the buried oxide layer in the
wafer works as the bottom cladding.
2.3.8 SEM Images
In Figure 2.11 we present the SEM images of several nano-photonic components fabricated
using the above steps. The components were, namely, straight waveguide, bent waveguides,
ring resonator, and Y-splitter. These elementary components were used to validate our design
values. For example, from the straight waveguide, we can determine the absorption coeffi-
cient and thus the propagation loss inside the waveguide. The bent waveguide can give us an
estimation of the bending loss. The ring resonator, which is in the core of the demodulator
circuit used in Chapter 3, can tell us about the transmission spectrum, from which we can
get the free spectral range. Also, we can measure the power-splitting ratio of the two arms
from the basic Y-splitter.
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Chapter 3
DPSK Demodulator using Coherent
Perfect Absorption
3.1 Introduction
Differential phase shift keying (DPSK) has become a promising modulation format for on-
chip optical communications. It offers several key advantages for data communication sys-
tems including improved resistance to nonlinear effects and a ∼ 3-dB enhanced sensitivity
over that of intensity modulated direct detection (IMDD) systems [80, 102]. It also offers
a relatively high extinction ratio and dispersion tolerance [103]. These advantages have led
to DPSK-based transceivers being actively considered for short-haul optical communication
systems. Many approaches to DPSK demodulation have been implemented, which include
controlling the birefringence of a fiber loop mirror filter [104], employing a delayed path-
length based Mach-Zehnder interferometer [105], and using a compact preamplified receiver
based on Gaussian filtering [106].
Because of the aforementioned advantages, there has been a growing interest in moving
toward a fully integrated chip-based systems for DPSK modulation and demodulation. Of the
possible materials platforms for such integration, silicon photonics is particularly attractive
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due to its great potential for high quality large scale systems [29, 107, 108, 109]. Silicon-
based microring (de)modulators, switches and filters, fabricated in silicon-on-insulator (SOI)
platform, have been demonstrated previously [110, 111, 112, 113]. Recently, a Si photonic
DPSK demodulation scheme based on ring resonators has been proposed. This scheme uses
coherent perfect absorption (CPA) [81], where absorption in such a system can be coherently
controlled by manipulating internal field interference by tuning the absorption and scattering
loss of the ring resonator, which in turn modifies the critical coupling of the ring with bus and
receiver waveguide [53, 82]. Such CPA-based devices have the advantages of independent
switching of adjacent resonances, direct heterodyne detection, and smaller footprint over
conventional methods that use periodically poled lithium niobate [82]. In addition, microring
based structures are easy to fabricate into arrays which is essential for wavelength division
multiplexed (WDM) systems.
In our previous works, we conceptually proposed a CPA based integrated optical modu-
lator using a ring resonator [82] and experimentally demonstrated similar racetrack shaped
resonator in SOI platform at telecom wavelengths [53]. In this chapter, we report the fabrica-
tion and testing of a fully integrated DPSK demodulator optical circuit. The chip is designed
for a bit rate of 10 Gbps at C-band communication wavelengths using a 1-bit integrated delay
line between the two bus waveguide inputs of the ring resonator. We measure this system at
10 Gbps and quantify its performance as a function of bit rate and symbol duty ratio (DR).
3.2 Device Physics
A schematic layout of photonic circuit is shown in Fig. 3.1 along with the experimental setup
for characterization. Here the fundamental operating parameters are briefly laid out; a more
extensive discussion of the design of this DPSK demodulator has been presented in literature
[53, 82]. In particular, the input to the ring resonator is evenly split into two signals, with
a phase shift (∆φ) introduced into one of them by a delay line. The two signals are then
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coupled to the ring through the two bus waveguides. To achieve efficient power transfer
between the ring and the waveguide, we must achieve the critical coupling condition [83, 84]
that occurs when steady-state power coupling to the resonator from the two bus waveguides
(2γc) equals the steady-state power loss rate inside the ring due to material absorption and
scattering loss(γi). Under this condition, the transmitted signal drops to zero. In our device,
we achieve the critical coupling condition by changing the gap between the waveguide and
the ring, thereby controlling the coupling parameter (γc).
Figure 3.1: Experimental setup used to characterize the demodulator circuit. The input light
from a tunable laser source (TLS) is edge coupled to the chip using a 2.5 µm spot lens-
tapered fiber (LTF). A polarization rotator (PR) is used to maximize the current output. An
inverted taper of 180 nm width is used to couple the light from the fiber to the SOI chip.
The schematic of the photonic circuit shows the Y-branch where one signal branch is routed
directly to the ring, while the other signal goes through a bit-rate-dependent delay line (DL).
The two signals are coupled into the ring resonator. Four photodiodes (PDs) collect the
photocurrent from the two signal buses and the two ring resonator ports. The photocurrents
are measured using a digital multimeter (DM) through a 150 µm pitch electrical probe.
Using temporal coupled mode theory [83], we find that the steady state power transmis-












where ∆ω = ω − ω0, ω is the angular frequency, ω0 is the resonant angular frequency, and
γtot = 2γc + γi is the total loss rate of the cavity. Under the critical coupling condition (γi =
2γc) and on-resonance (∆ω = 0), the above equation simplifies to [81, 82, 114] Psignal =
(P0/2) sin2(∆φ/2), while the power inside the ring varies as PRR1 = PRR2 = P0 cos2(∆φ/2)
as shown in Fig. 3.2. Therefore, we make use of differential detection by measuring the
relative phase change (∆φ) between successive modulated phases of the received signal.
A delay line is integrated into the chip that corresponds to one bit interval. The bit rate
(1/∆T) is related to the phase difference through the length of the delay line (∆L) and can be
expressed as ∆φ = 2pic∆T/λng, where c is the speed of light, λ is the resonant wavelength
of the ring and ng is the waveguide group index. The two signals are then coupled inside the
ring resonator through CPA effect such that based on the value of the phase difference (∆φ)
of two successive bits, the demodulator will have power at either the bus waveguide or the
ring itself.
Figure 3.2: Calculated power transmission through the signal bus and the ring resonator as a
function of phase shift (∆φ).
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The patterned circuit used here was fabricated in a commercial Si photonics foundry at
the Singapore Institute of Microelectronics (IME). The structure is based on standard SOI
technology consisting of a 220-nm thick silicon device layer and a 2 µm buried oxide (SiO2)
layer. The entire chip is clad with SiO2. The waveguide and the ring are comprised of
oxide-clad Si channel waveguides with cross-sectional dimensions of 500 nm × 220 nm. In
Fig. 3.3, we plot the finite element method calculated (RSoft, FemSIM) value of the effective
and group indices of the fundamental TE mode at communication wavelengths near 1.55 µm.
The inset shows the mode profile at a wavelength of 1.55 µm where the effective index and
group index are 2.43 and 4.14, respectively.
Figure 3.3: Effective and Group index for a Si waveguide of 500 nm× 200 nm cross-section,
buried inside SiO2. The inset shows the fundamental TE mode profile at a wavelength of
1.5 µm.
The loss coefficient α of the fundamental waveguide TE mode due to material absorption
as calculated using RSoft FemSIM is 0.049 cm−1. To first-order approximation, the loss
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rate is related to α according to γi = 2piRαvg/Ltot and the coupling rate to the length of the
coupling region (Lc according to γc = sin2(κLc)vg/Ltot, where R is the radius of the ring,
vg is the group velocity, Ltot is the total linear length of the waveguide, and κ is the bus-to-
resonator coupling coefficient [115]. Using a coupling gap of 434 nm, we find that the device
is nearly critically coupled with γi ≈ 2.3γc. The calculated delay based on the waveguide
geometry and dispersion was ∼ 0.1 ns, corresponding to a bit rate of 10 Gbps.
As shown in Fig. 3.1, a Y- branch and delay line (DL) are used to split the input signal
into the two paths, such that a relative delay of one bit slot is imparted. Thus, the corre-
sponding delay length (∆L = c∆T/ng) for 1/∆T = 10 Gbps is ∆T ≈ 7.2 mm. For detection
of the DPSK signals, four identical Ge p-i-n photodiodes are incorporated onto the chip be-
cause of their high speed, broad detection spectrum and the compatibility of their processing
(primarily thermal management in growth) compatibility with Si CMOS technology. The
Ge-photodiode length has been reduced to increase the bandwidth of these photodetectors.
Eight Al contacts were fabricated to measure the electrical photo current out of the chip.
There are four 10 Gbps devices with varying gaps from 404-494 nm between the bus waveg-
uides and the ring. This results into varying coupling coefficient (γc) values ranging from
2 cm−1 to 6 cm−1. An optical microscope image of one of the fabricated devices is shown in
Fig. 3.4. The device has a footprint of 1.26 mm × 0.72 mm. For higher bit rates, it can be
smaller since the length of the delay line is inversely proportional to the bit rate.
3.3 Device Operation
To investigate a priori the DPSK demodulation behavior of our proposed structure, we per-
form 2D-FDTD simulations (RSoft, FullWAVE) using the on-chip dimensions of the ring.
In this simulation, an arbitrary eight-bit sequence was launched into the structure, resulting
in the powers shown (Fig. 3.5) for the photodiodes labeled signal and RR1 in Fig. 3.1.
When ∆φ = 0, the two inputs are identical and the ring is in CPA resonance condition,
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Figure 3.4: Optical Microscope Image of a 10 Gbps device. RR: Ring Resonator, DL: Delay
Line, YS: Y-Splitter, PD: Photo Detector, MC: Metallic (Al) contact.
Figure 3.5: Theoretical DPSK bit sequence and simulated resultant power absorption. The
blue curve represents power through the signal bus while the red curve represents power
inside the ring. When ∆φ = 0, the two inputs are identical and the ring is in resonance
resulting in full power loading of the ring and extinguishing power in the signal bus. This
situation is reversed for ∆φ = pi.
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resulting in power absorption within the ring and nothing transmitted out of the signal bus.
When ∆φ = pi, the ring is not in CPA resonance condition and thus the power of the ring de-
creases and the transmitted power in the signal bus increases. Thus, for DPSK signals, where
the bit information is stored inside the relative phase of the successive bits, this device can
extract that information using the delay line and its RR-CPA response. The step response in
the power signal corresponds to the stabilization of the round-trip transit time of the electric
field inside the ring resonator. It is important to remember that the device is always in ring
resonance condition (∆ω = 0) in both cases. We differentiate between the two cases as ring
resonance (∆ω = 0) and CPA resonance ∆φ = 0. From prior discussion and Eq. 3.1, it is
clear that ring resonance is a necessary condition for CPA resonance.
3.4 Device Characterization
Prior to high-frequency testing of DPSK demodulation, the transmission spectrum of the de-
vice was measured via the experimental setup outlined in Fig. 3.1. The measurement was
performed with a continuous wave tunable laser source (TLS) (APEX AP3350A) set at 0
dBm and the polarization rotator was set to ensure maximum signal strength at the photo-
diodes. The input light from the TLS was edge coupled onto the chip using lensed-tapered
fiber (LTF) that yields a 2.5 µm spot size. An inverted taper of 180 nm width was used to
couple the light from the fiber to the 500 nm wide waveguide. The generated photocurrent
was measured using a MATLAB program to control an APEX AP1000-8 Mainframe con-
troller with an Agilent 34410A multimeter. A photograph of part of the experimental setup
is shown in Fig. 3.6(a). Figure 3.6(b) shows a CCD image of the device under illumination.
The propagation of 1.55 µm light through the delay line is clear from the figure as well as the
photodetectors. At resonant condition, the ring is bright since most of the field is circulating
inside it as shown in Fig. 3.6(c).
The resultant photocurrent transmission spectra are shown in Fig. 3.7 for the signal and
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Figure 3.6: (a) Photograph of part of the experimental setup. The locations of the photonic
chip and input lensed-tapered fiber are indicated. (b) The photonic chip under illumination
with a 1.55 µm input signal. (c) Resonant condition of the resonator.
the RR1 ports with 0.02 nm resolution. With a group index (ng) of 4.14 and a circumference
(L) of 214.25 µm, the free spectral range (FSR) of the ring resonator is calculated to be
(FSR = λ2/ngL) 2.7 nm at λ = 1.55 µm. The calculated Q factor (= τω0/2) for the ring
resonator is obtained from the FDTD simulation of Fig. 3.5 to be 2.8 ×104. From Fig. 3.7,
the measured FSR is found to be 2.68 nm for a device with a 434 nm gap between bus and
ring. The top-right inset of Fig. 3.7 shows a dip in the delay signal in the green shaded
region of the figure with a 0.001 nm resolution. The measured quality (Q) factor of the ring
(= λres/∆λ) as seen in the upper right inset of Fig. 3.7 is 3.2 ×104, in good agreement with
the calculated value.
In addition, the wavelength dependence of the phase difference between two arms is
calculated to be −24.6pi rad/nm based upon the usual expression ∂∂λ∆φ = − 2pi∆dλ2 ng. Thus,
the phase difference changes by 2pi every 0.08 nm of wavelength, which agrees closely with
the measured phase change of 0.07 nm from the photocurrent values as shown in the bottom-
right inset of Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Measured photocurrent vs. wavelength for the signal and the RR1 port for a 10
Gbps device with a 434 nm bus and ring gap. The top right inset shows one resonant dip
of the delayed signal port used to calculate the Q-factor of the device. The bottom right
inset shows the photocurrent inside the ring used to calculate the wavelength change for a
2pi phase shift.
3.5 Eye Diagram Measurement
In order to assess the quality of our demodulator circuit, the eye diagrams of the received
signal were measured for different wavelengths, data rates and duty ratios. The experimental
setup for eye extraction is shown in Fig. 3.8. In this set up, a pulse pattern generator is used to
generate a random bit sequence with a bit pattern length of 215−1 and a peak-to-peak voltage
of 0.95 V at a particular clock frequency set by the clock signal generator. The bit sequence
is fed to the phase modulator through a RF amplifier. RF amplification is required since
the voltage required for the phase modulator for a pi phase shift exceeds that available from
the PPG; i.e., 7 V for the former vs 2 V for the latter. The phase modulator modulates the
input optical phase based on the bit pattern. The laser light is fixed at a resonant wavelength
of 1551.88 nm. For a ring of a given radius, the resonant wavelength leads to the best
performance for demodulation. The light then passes through the chip so as to demodulate
the encoded signal. The photodiodes are reverse biased at 1.34 V through a bias-tee for high
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speed operation. Also, the laser light is amplified by ∼4 dB using an EDFA and optical
grating filter before being its input to the chip.
Figure 3.8: Experimental setup for eye diagram. PPG: Pulse Pattern Generator, RFA: RF
Amplifier, TLS: Tunable Laser Source, PR: Polarization Rotator, PM: Phase Modulator,
EDFA: Er-Doped Fiber Amplifier, OGF: Optical Grating Filter, CSG: Clock Signal Genera-
tor, DSA: Digital Serial Analyzer.
In Fig. 3.9, we plot the eye opening amplitude for eyes obtained at a data rate of 9 − 11
Gbps with a 0.5 Gbps increment. Three typical eye diagrams after demodulation are shown
in the insets of Fig. 3.9. As mentioned previously, the device was designed for a data rate of
10 Gbps. As the data rate deviates from this optimal rate, the eyes degrade and appear more
closed and distorted. Note the rise and the fall times of this eye are ∼0.09ns. These settings
thus limit the device data rate to ∼10 Gbps. This speed limitation comes from stabilization
time of the ring and the LC or RC constant of the external electrical measurement system.
The minimum BER and maximum extinction ratio occur at the designed data rates, i.e., 10
Gbps, which demonstrates the applicability of our device for high speed data rates. Note that
shorter delay lines can be expected to yield data rates of 20 Gbps.
In addition to the frequency response of the eye diagrams, we also investigated their
response to the relative abundance of the symbols in order to ensure that our device is de-
modulating differentially encoded signals rather than basic phase-shift encoded signal. The
top eye diagram in Fig. 3.10 is obtained with a duty ratio, i.e., ratio of ‘1′ bit to ‘0′ bit in
the randomly generated bit pattern of 50%. Operation under different duty ratios was then
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Figure 3.9: Tolerance of DPSK demodulator circuit to varied signal bit-rate. The minimum
BER and maximum extinction ratio occurs at 10 Gbps, i.e., the designed value.
examined, namely, 75% and 87.5% by increasing the number of ‘1′ bits in the input bit
stream. Since DPSK demodulation operates by decoding the message from phase difference
of successive bits, it results in a higher number of ‘1′ bits than that of ‘0′ bits as shown in
the bottom two eye diagrams of Fig. 3.10 for duty ratios of 75% and 87.5%, respectively.
The resulting dependence of measured extinction ratio on the occupation ratio of bit ‘1′, as
shown in Fig. 3.10, is weak. Finally, we attribute the rippled top (bit ‘1′) and bottom (bit
‘0′) of the eye diagrams to the electrical stabilization time of the ring. Note that this effect
has also been described by Dong et al. [116]. This effect can be stabilized with an electrical
filter.
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Figure 3.10: Eye diagrams with different duty ratios of (a) 50%, (b) 75%, and (c) 87.5%.
3.6 Concluding Remarks
The above results demonstrate the robustness of our DPSK demodulator at different input
levels. Note that this characterization of this monolithic integration of the PD with a passive
CPA DPSK-demodulator is done without the use of post chip electrical amplification. In
addition, it is anticipated that the performance of the DPSK device can be further improved
with the help of post processing. More generally, our results show clearly that coherent
absorption can be used to realize a functional and robust demodulator method for high-speed




Non-Hermitian Signal Amplification via
Four Wave Mixing
4.1 Introduction
In nonlinear optical processes that involve parametric mixing, phase matching is a key re-
quirement for conversion efficiency [30]. However, due to several practical considerations,
this condition cannot be easily satisfied in integrated optics semiconductor platforms. In typ-
ical silicon nanowire waveguides a typical phase matching bandwidth is < 10 nm [117, 118].
Over the past few years, several novel technologies have been employed for implementing
efficient phase matching in four-wave mixing(FWM) processes. These include for example,
dispersion engineering in silicon nanowire waveguides [119, 120], width-modulation of Si
photonic wires [121], graphene-silicon slow-light photonic crystal waveguides [122], inter-
modal FWM in few-mode fibers [123], using multiple exfoliated graphite nano-particles
[124] and metamaterials [125]. However, these approaches often cause stringent geometric
limitations on the optical waveguide dimensions and otherwise restrict the device function-
ality.
Recently, within the context of non-Hermitian photonics and parity-time (PT) symmetry
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[126, 127], our groups have proposed an altogether new approach to overcome the afore-
mentioned difficulties, essentially showing that the often cited phase matching criterion is
not necessary to achieve efficient nonlinear interactions [128, 129]. Instead we showed that
a careful engineering of the spectral distribution of the optical losses in the system can be
utilized to build optical parametric amplifiers even without satisfying the usual phase match-
ing condition [128, 129]. Furthermore, we have shown that our approach, which we call
non-Hermitian phase matching, can work well in both second and third-order nonlinear op-
tical processes [128, 129, 130]. More specifically, this idea relies on introducing losses only
to the idler components while leaving the pump and signal waves intact. This in turn forces
the nonlinear interaction to proceed only in one direction, which in the case of FWM is sym-
bolically expressed as 2ωp → ωs + ωi (two pump photons fuse and produce a signal and
an idler photons). In the absence of idler losses, this process is reversible. However, if the
idler photon is swept out of the system quickly, it becomes irreversible. In principle, there
are several methods for introducing optical loss into the idler beam, for instance through
out-coupling elements such as Bragg gratings designed to couple only the idler mode to ra-
diation continuum [131] or absorptive material such as dopants, which absorb light only at
the desired idler optical frequency [28]. Importantly, the introduction of losses may also alter
the dispersive properties of the system and a successful device design must account for that.
A particular promising design that we considered recently is a structure based on a quasi-
PT symmetric coupled waveguides where the nonlinear interaction occurs in one channel (the
main channel) and the loss is introduced via coupling to the second (auxiliary channel) [129].
If the system is designed such as only the idler frequency couples to the auxiliary waveguide,
then only the idler component will suffer from loss. We note that despite various recent
studies on PT-symmetry concept, to our knowledge there has been no experimental works
on parametric amplification via FWM process using the coupled-waveguide non-Hermitian
phase-matching technique. Even though one could assume that this phenomenon can be
readily observed in other phenomena, such as THz and supercontinuum generation, these
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processes would lack vital design element for signal gain, namely, addition of loss in a
properly designed waveguide.
Encouraged by these preliminary results, here in this chapter, we first present the an-
alytical results for both single and coupled medium and next we consider a variant of the
coupler structure together with realistic material systems and we demonstrate that realiz-
ing optical parametric amplifiers based on non-Hermitian engineer is practically possible in
silicon-based materials platform; this silicon photonics system is rapidly becoming an indus-
try standard for many chip-scale photonics system. The novel hypothesis for silicon based
photonic and optoelectronic integrated circuits is that these chip-scale networks, after go-
ing through careful design steps, will operate at a wavelength anywhere within a very broad
spectral range of 1.2 − 100 µm [2]. We focus on the nonlinear gain of the signal component
to ensure that we achieve an observable level of gain to be considered as practical, similar to
[132, 133, 134].
This chapter is organized as follows: We first briefly explain the theory behind non-
Hermitian phase matching. Next we describe the material system, device structure, and
mode profiles of the three fundamental waves, then we present extensive simulations results
by using rigorous vectorial finite difference time domain (FDTD) calculations to confirm our
predictions and demonstrate the feasibility of such device. This rigorous simulation allows
us to perform detailed examination of realistic device implementations.
4.2 Theoretical Analysis
4.2.1 Single Medium
To add loss to the idler component, the equations in Sec. 2.1.3 are adjusted by adding a
loss coefficient in the idler electric field equation. The three equations are then given by
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i∆βz + Ei(|Ei|2 + 2|Es|2 + 2|Ep|2)] − γiEi (4.3)
where γi is the idler loss coefficient. In absence of γi, both the signal and idler beams
oscillate between bounded values without any increase in the average amplification. With γi
present, there is a net energy transfer from the pump to the signal beam and amplification
takes place at the expense of reduction of the idler component.
We first consider the undepleted pump approximation, whereby Ep  Es,Ei. Therefore,
Eq. 4.1 becomes dEpdz = iκ
′
p|Ep|2Ep. If we assume the pump power is constant at its initial












i(∆β+2κp)z + 2Ei] − γiEi (4.6)
In order to verify our results and gain more insight into the physics of the proposed
scheme, we investigate its dynamical evolution under the relevant initial conditions. To do
so, we first scale Eqs. 4.4-4.6 according to ξ = z/z0, κ˜ = κz0, ∆β˜ = ∆βz0, γ˜i = γiz0,






0, where z0 and E0 are arbitrary length scale
and reference electric field parameters, respectively. After some algebraic manipulation and
assuming η2p|ap| = 1, the normalized equations, expressed in terms of scaled quantities, take
the following form (under the undepleted pump approximation, the pump power remains
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i(∆β˜+2)ξ − γ˜iai (4.8)
Figures 4.1 (a) and (b) depict the dynamic evolution of the signal and idler beams under
undepleted pump approximation for two different values of the normalized loss coefficient
for the initial conditions as = 1 and ai = 0. All design parameters are explained in the figure
caption. As explained, adding the loss coefficient can lead to amplification even when the
system is not phase matched.
Next we consider the depleted pump approximation where the undepleted pump approxi-
mation no longer holds. In this case, following the aforementioned normalization, the pump,































η2i |ai|2 + 2η2s |as|2 + 2η2p|ap|2
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i∆β˜ξ − γ˜iai. (4.11)
In Figs. 4.1 (c) and (d) we plot the optical intensities for this case for different design
parameters as listed on the figure and in the caption. Here the initial conditions were assumed
to be ap,s,i = 100, 1, 0, respectively. Again we observe that adding the optical loss of the idler
component can lead unidirectional energy conversion from the pump beam to the signal
wave, while the absence of loss leads to oscillation.
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Figure 4.1: (a) and (b) Evolution of the normalized power of the signal (blue curve starting
at one) and the idler (red curve starting at zero) beams under the undepleted pump approxi-
mation as a function of the normalized distance with the following different idler loss coeffi-
cients: (a)γ˜i = 0 and (b)γ˜i = 0.1. (c) and (d) Evolution of the normalized power of the pump
(purple curve starting at 100), signal (blue curve starting at one) and the idler (red curve
starting at zero) beams under the depleted pump approximation as a function of the normal-
ized distance with the following different idler loss coefficients: (c)γ˜i = 0 and (d)γ˜i = 0.5.
In all cases, ∆β˜ = 5. In our simulation, we assumed η2p|ap| = 1 and η2p,s,i = 0.1, 0.11, 0.09,




p according to ωs + ωi = 2ωp.
4.2.2 Coupled Medium
Next we investigate in detail a particular implementation of non-Hermitian parametric am-
plifiers based on quasi-PT symmetric coupled waveguide structures. As shown in Fig. 4.3,
the system consists of two coupled asymmetric waveguides. The nonlinear interaction takes
place in one of them (say the left one) which we will call the nonlinear guide. The second
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channel is designed to support a mode that matches only the idler component. Thus by in-
troducing optical loss to this second waveguide, one can provide a dissipative coupling to
the idler wave. Thus effectively, the nonlinear waveguide together with the reservoir channel
constitute a passive PT symmetric structure [135] for the idler component.
Within the context of linear coupled mode theory between two waveguides and the non-
linear coupled wave analysis between the different components of the three wave mixing






















i∆βz + Ei(|Ei|2 + 2|Es|2 + 2|Ep|2)] + iκ′dEd, (4.14)
dEd
dz
= −γdEd + iκ′dEi, (4.15)
where γd is the linear loss coefficient associated with the dissipative mode and κ′d is the linear
coupling between the idler and the dissipative modes.
As in the case of single medium described in Sec. 4.2.1, the above equations can be
























ai + iκ˜dad, (4.18)
dad
dξ
= −γ˜dad + iκ˜dai. (4.19)
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Figure 4.2: (a) and (b) Undepleted pump approximation for coupled-waveguide system:
Evolution of the normalized power of the signal (blue curve starting at one), idler (red curve
starting at zero), and auxiliary (orange curve starting at 0) beams as a function of the normal-
ized distance with the following different idler loss coefficients: (a)γ˜d = 0 and (b)γ˜d = 0.5.
In both cases, ∆β˜ = 5 and κd = 1.5. (c) and (d) Depleted pump approximation for coupled-
waveguide system: Evolution of the normalized power of the pump (purple curve starting at
100), signal (blue curve starting at one), idler (red curve starting at zero), and auxiliary (or-
ange curve starting at 0) beams as a function of the normalized distance with the following


































ai + iκ˜dad, (4.22)
dad
dξ
= −γ˜dad + iκ˜dai. (4.23)
The above equations are plotted in Fig. 4.2 for different conditions as mentioned in the
caption. We note that the presence of the loss coefficient for the idler component always
leads to signal amplification even in the absence of standard phase matching condition.
The evolutions of Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 were solved in temporal discretization using an un-
symmetrical formula, namely fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. To achieve sufficient accu-
racy in the solution with minimum computational effort, we also employ adaptive step size
control that results into step error several orders of power smaller than the correction.
4.3 Materials system and photonic structure
Now, we use full-vectorial FDTD technique to validate our analytical solution by consid-
ering silicon material system with realistic design parameters. As we mentioned in the in-
troduction, several techniques can be employed to implement non-Hermitian wave mixing
devices. To date however, there has been a dearth of studies directed toward realizing such
devices with a practical and well characterized photonic materials platform. Here, moti-
vated by the current commercial interest in Si photonics, we bridge this gap and investigate
non-Hermitian parametric amplifiers in Si optical nanowires (with widths and heights on the
order of several hundreds of nanometers). Particularly, the very large χ(3) in this system
(nearly three orders higher than silica glass) reduces the threshold for a variety of parametric
processes.
To this end, we consider the process of third-order nonlinear interaction between a pump
(λp = 2µm), a signal (λs = 1.2µm) and an idler (λi = 6µm) waves in the structure shown
schematically in Fig. 4.3. It consists of two identical coupled Si waveguides surrounded
by SiO2 cladding. Each channel is 0.5 µm wide × 1.5 µm height; separation between the
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waveguides is of the order of few hundred nanometers. As we will see shortly, these dimen-
sions allow only the idler component to tunnel from the main waveguide to the auxiliary
channel with negligible coupling for the pump and signal. We note that in the absence of
phase matching constraint, several other FWM components will be generated. However, all
these components fall into the opaque window of silicon and therefore, they are being ab-
sorbed continually as they are being generated and propagating inside the waveguide. The
refractive index of Si at the pump, signal and idler frequencies is np = 3.45 + i7.271 × 10−7,
ns = 3.52+ i1.511× 10−6 and ni = 3.42+ i4.147× 10−7, respectively. In order to implement
loss, the auxiliary waveguide is subject to an extra treatment that modifies the loss of that
waveguide. This is readily implementable by various methods either via passive or active
means. For passive cases, we can use material doping as mentioned in [28, 32] or via Si+
implantation to form well defined defect states [136]. Active methods involve carrier injec-
tion by electrical or optical methods [137]. It is important to point out here that the loss only
occurs in the auxiliary waveguide. Unlike the idler, the pump and signal waves are essen-
tially uncoupled to the auxiliary waveguide thus the bandwidth of the loss in the auxiliary is
immaterial, provided that the minimum bandwidth of the loss is equal to the linewidth of the
idler beam. Once this condition is achieved it then becomes important that this loss becomes
controllable.
Importantly, we note that Si does have a non-negligible two photon absorption (TPA)
coefficient (βTPA). However, at a wavelength of 2 µm (the pump wavelength in our simula-
tions), the two-photon absorption coefficient is relatively weak, βTPA ≈ 0.3 cm/GW [138].
Additionally, in our work, the pump intensity is low enough (Ip ≈ 3 × 10−3GW/cm2 ) such
that βTPAIp ≈ 9 × 10−4cm−1  αp, where αp ≡ 4piIm(np)/λp = 0.047 cm−1 is the bulk Si
absorption coefficient at the pump wavelength. Thus we can safely neglect TPA in our sim-
ulations. More detailed discussions on the linear and nonlinear optical properties of Si-wire
waveguides can be found in [29, 107, 139].
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Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of our optical parametric amplifier using a quasi-PT symmet-
ric coupled-waveguide structure, consisting of a main waveguide and an auxiliary waveg-
uide. Both pump and signal beams are launched into the main waveguide. Only the idler,
incipiently generated in the main waveguide through the four-wave mixing (FWM) process,
is coupled to the auxiliary waveguide. The auxiliary waveguide is lossy; this property has
a two-fold objective: (1) to introduce loss into the secondary waveguide, which prevents
coupling of the idler back to the main waveguide, and (2) to allow tunability of the degree of
non-Hermiticity of the system, which will permit optimization of the signal gain. The inset
denotes the quantum mechanical process of FWM.
4.4 Device Simulations
In this section, we present our computational results using vectorial full-wave analysis.
These simulations are obtained by first using the effective index method to reduce the 3D
structure into 2D, then performing FDTD. We first start our analysis by considering only the
main waveguide in isolation, i.e., without coupling to the auxiliary channel. The left panel
of Fig. 4.4 depicts the linear phase mismatch (blue line) between the different modes, as
defined by ∆β = 2βp − βs − βi, where βp,s,i are the propagation constants of the pump, signal
and idler waveguide modes, respectively. However, if we consider nonlinearity of the sys-
tem induced by self-phase modulation and cross-phase modulation due to material nonlinear
coefficient, the phase-matching condition must be modified to account for this variation [29]
and becomes ∆βtotal = ∆βNL−∆β. The black dotted line indicates the nonlinear contribution
to the phase mismatch and is given by ∆βNL = 2γPp where γ = n2/λpAeff, where n2 is the
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nonlinear refractive index and Aeff is the effective mode area [140]. The intersections of the
two curves denote the phase-matching signal wavelengths for this geometry. The inset shows
the nonlinear propagation in a single waveguide as calculated using FDTD for the frequen-
cies defined in the previous section. Clearly, the strong phase mismatch prevents a net energy
transfer between the interacting modes. The right panel plots the vertical (quasi-TM) electric
field components associated with the mode profiles for the three different components.
Figure 4.4: Wave-vector mismatch, ∆β, as a function of the signal wavelength for the case of
a single waveguide. The inset inside the main panel shows FDTD calculations indicating the
evolution of the signal and idler beams through the main waveguide in the phase-mismatched
case with a signal wavelength of 1.2 µm without any net amplification. The black dashed
line is associated with the pump-power-induced nonlinear phase-mismatch term. The inter-
sections of this line with the blue curve denote the phase-matching signal wavelengths for
this geometry. The right-hand-side figures, from top to bottom, show the mode profile of the
signal (1.2 µm), pump (2 µm), and idler (6 µm) waves.
Having carried out FWM analysis in an isolated waveguide, we now consider the com-
bined coupled structure. Figure 4.5 plots the coupling coefficients for the three wave com-
ponents as a function of the separation between the two waveguides. Clearly, the idler com-
ponent experiences strong coupling while the signal and pump components experience very
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weak coupling. This is also evident from the mode profiles in Fig. 4.4 where the field distri-
bution of the idler field extends considerably outside the waveguide. In the rest of this work,
we will focus on a design having a separation gap of 0.5 µm, which yields the coupling
coefficients κp,s,i of values 6, 0.1, and 250 cm−1 respectively. These values correspond to
coupling lengths of Lp=2.6 mm, Ls=16 cm, and Li= 63 µm, associated with the pump, signal,
and idler, respectively. Thus for a device length of few hundred microns, we can safely ig-
nore the effects of the coupling for the pump and signal components and focus only on that
of the idler.
































Figure 4.5: Coupling coefficients for signal (1.2 µm), idler (6 µm), and pump (2 µm) waves
as a function of the gap between the two waveguides (lossless case). The inset shows the
calculated field distribution after a propagation distance of 31.75 µm, when the pump, signal,
idler are launched in the left waveguide under linear conditions.
We now employ full vectorial 2D-FDTD using the effective index method that is well
known to be a close approximation of full-vectorial 3D-FDTD to study how the loss in
the auxiliary waveguide can lead to signal amplification. In all our simulations, we used a
continuous input pump and signal power densities of ∼ Pp = 22 mW and Ps = 0.22 mW
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(corresponding to intensities Ip=0.003 GW/cm2 and Is=3 × 10−5 GW/cm2). Figure 4.6 plots
the nonlinear gain G = (Pouts − Pins )/Pins as a function of the imaginary part of the effective
refractive index of the doped Si in the auxiliary waveguide. In these simulations, the device
length was taken to be 500 µm. The inset in Fig. 4.6 plots G as a function of L for a
fixed loss factor of 0.103. These results show that G varies linearly with L when L varies
from 500µm to 2 mm. Our calculations show that in our travelling (three) wave model,
while the pump beam does in fact couple into the auxiliary waveguide it does not interact
significantly with the other beams in this auxiliary waveguide. Note that the purpose of this
guide (and any loss material) is to provide a loss mechanism for the idler wave. For the
signal gain to be quadratic as calculated in [129], the length of the device needs to be in the
order of several centimeters or even meters. Modeling much longer devices for each set of
design parameters is very computationally expensive. In addition, there are other competing
nonlinear optical processes that directly affect the gain. The previous theories dealt with
second-order nonlinearity while this work deals with third-order nonlinearity hence the onset
of the quadratic behavior is different for the two cases.
4.5 Discussions
The device simulations, obtained in the previous section by using rigorous full-wave sim-
ulations, indicate that realistic implementations of on-chip non-Hermitian FWM devices in
silicon platforms are indeed possible. It is important however to compare the performance of
the device proposed in this work with its Hermitian counterpart. As we discussed previously,
one clear advantage of non-Hermitian devices is that it relaxes the stringent phase matching
condition. In addition, our simulations shows that our proposed device can provide gain val-
ues up to 224% or ∼5 dB after a propagation distance of only 2 mm, which is much shorter
than Hermitian devices reported in literature. In particular, Mathlouthi et al. proposed a
2.5-cm-long SOI waveguide with a conversion efficiency of 5.5 dB [141], while Fukuda et
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Figure 4.6: The 1.2-µm signal gain as a function of intrinsic loss in the auxiliary waveguide
(actually the imaginary component of the refractive index) for a coupled-waveguide length
of 500 µm. The inset shows the signal gain versus waveguide length at the optimal imaginary
component of the refractive index of 0.103. The dashed line is a Gaussian fit to the calculated
points as a guide to the eye.
al. achieved similar efficiency in a 1.58-cm device [118]. We note that while the aforemen-
tioned works focus on conversion efficiency rather than gain, the required length for useful
signal evolution (be it conversion, generation, or gain) in a phase-matched scenario is on
the order of cm, while PT symmetry can bring it down in mm scale, which is essential for
integrated circuits as it implies smaller footprints of the fabricated devices. Our results thus
indicated that generally comparable performance is obtained in devices with either standard
phase matching and with non-Hermitian devices. Thus the realization of the non-Hermitian
devices in silicon appears to be promising.
An attractive and significant feature of our proposed scheme is the large attainable band-
width (BW). This feature is enabled particularly because of the spatial separation between
the gain and loss optical components i.e., the main and auxiliary waveguides, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Signal gain versus signal wavelength for a 300 and 500-µm-long FWM
directional-coupler amplifier at the optimally tuned imaginary component of the refractive
index of 0.103. Here we obtain a full width of half maximum signal gain bandwidth of ∼ 450
nm. The gain decreases strongly for decreasing signal wavelengths less than 1.2 µm, while
moderately decreasing for increasing wavelength larger than 1.5 µm. The lower wavelength
threshold near 1.2 µm corresponds to the fact that the cutoff wavelength value of the idler
in the auxiliary waveguide is 6.4 µm that corresponds to the signal wavelength of 1.185 µm.
On the other hand, the higher wavelength threshold near 1.5 µm corresponds to the fact that
the corresponding idler wavelength (3 µm) has decreased to the point where it is confined
mostly in the main waveguide. Inset: Conversion efficiency in Hermitian FWM for a single
waveguide using our waveguide parameters.
For instance, one can dope the auxiliary waveguide with a dopant material (or a mix be-
tween different materials) to provide optical losses over a large bandwidth. This will au-
tomatically lead to efficient energy conversion over a large signal bandwidth. To demon-
strate this possibility, in Fig. 4.7 we plot the nonlinear gain G as a function of the sig-
nal frequency for a device length of 300 and 500 µm when loss coefficient in the auxil-
iary waveguide α = 0.2 µm−1 is held constant at the corresponding idler frequency. We




2np/λp − ns/λs − ni/λi
)
. Below the 1.185 µm signal wavelength (corresponding
to a 6.4 µm idler cutoff wavelength), the gain decreases quickly since the longer idler wave-
lengths are no longer being guided inside the waveguide. On the other hand, for large signal
wavelengths (> 1.5 µm) the gain decreases because the idler component becomes more con-
fined inside the main waveguide. Clearly, this strategy can enable a wide BW of operation
over several hundred nanometers (450 nm in our case) as compared to only a few nm in Her-
mitian devices that rely on conventional phase matching in integrated silicon platforms, as
shown in the inset of Fig. 4.7 where we have calculated the standard phase-matched FWM
efficiency as a function of signal wavelength following the method outlined in [142], which
yields a BW of ∼4 nm. We note that while our gain is reduced from that seen in any loss-
less case, one gains by not having to deal with the significant limitations of waveguide and
material dispersion.
4.6 Concluding Remarks
The concept of phase matching has been the bedrock of nonlinear optics since its formal in-
ception in the early 1960s. In this paper, we have thus shown that the restriction imposed by
phase matching in nonlinear optics can be circumvented using insights developed from prin-
ciples of PT symmetry and that this process can be achieved in a realistic nanophotonic struc-
ture. This idea is based upon the incorporation of loss, which can lead to gain in a nonlinear
optical system. This counter-intuitive idea reveals that in a parametric amplifier, addition of
loss in the idler channel gives rise to amplification in the signal, even in the presence of a
strong phase mismatch. In particular, we have demonstrated the feasibility of constructing a
non-Hermitian parametric amplifier in a silicon-based materials platform consisting of a pair
of quasi-PT symmetric coupled waveguides, by using rigorous full wave simulations. Our
study has shown that by tuning the optical loss of the idler component, one can achieve effi-
cient unidirectional energy conversion from the pump beam to signal component via FWM.
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Furthermore our results indicate that signal gains of 5 dB for waveguide lengths of a few
mm are possible over a large BW of several 100 nm, which is nearly two orders of magni-
tude larger BW than what is achievable in a typical phase-matched silicon-photonics FWM
system. Thus we expect novel devices developed on principles of non-Hermitian nonlinear
optics to have significant potential advantages over their Hermitian counterparts in terms of
size, efficiency, and operational bandwidth.
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Chapter 5
Dispersion Engineering in Si/Plasmonic
Hybrid Waveguides
5.1 Introduction
There are increasing demands on optical interconnections to have high-bandwidth, low-
latency, and low-power consumption [143]. Due to the technological advances and increased
complexity in optical networks, which provide high-quality connectivity for the optical net-
work is critical. For example, the problem of pulse broadening due to chromatic dispersion
is becoming an increasingly important factor for signal degradation. This problem becomes
even more serious as the data transmission scales to higher rates [144]. Many techniques
have been explored to compensate for interconnect dispersion so as to achieve high-data
transmission rates at long-span-length optical-network systems; these includes adding con-
formal dielectric overlayers to silicon waveguides [145] or using silicon strip/slot hybrid
waveguide [146, 147, 148].
In this chapter, we investigate in detail the dispersion properties of a silicon/plasmonics
hybrid optical interconnect structure, which also has the advantage of sending both electric
and photonic signals along the same circuitry. This hybrid interconnect approach provides a
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natural “network-on-chip” platform, which is fully compatible with semiconductor fabrica-
tion techniques and which incorporate electric and photonic interconnects that achieve large
capacity with low power losses [149, 150]. With an optimal design, this hybrid structure
can provide a flat dispersion with zero dispersion not only at C-band communications wave-
lengths (Table 5.1), which is significant for wavelength-division-multiplexed optical network
systems [151], but also for any wavelength band by changing the material and geometry of
the hybrid structure.
Table 5.1: Telecom Optical Wavelength Bands
Band Name Wavelengths Description
O-band 1260 − 1360 nm Original band, Passive Optical Network (PON) upstream
E-band 1360 − 1460 nm Extended band, Water peak band
S-band 1460 − 1530 nm Short band, PON downstream
C-band 1530 − 1565 nm Conventional band, compatible with fiber amplifiers
L-band 1565 − 1625 nm Long band, low attenuation
U-band 1625 − 1675 nm Ultra-long band
5.2 Theory and Simulations
Our hybrid structure for optical interconnects consists of a high-refractive-index silicon
nanowire separated from a plasmonic waveguide by a nanoscale low-refractive-index di-
electric gap. At the 1.55 µm communication wavelength, a standard waveguide mode is
supported in the silicon nanowire, as shown in Fig. 5.1(a), while the surface plasmon polari-
tons (SPP) are supported by the metal-dielectric interfaces, as indicated in Fig. 5.1(b). For a
hybrid structure, the coupling between the plasmonic and waveguide modes across the gap
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enables a gap-mode that allows energy confinement and propagation through the low-index-
gap region with a mode size that is much smaller than the diffraction limit. This gap mode
shown in Fig. 5.1(c) arises from the continuity of the displacement field at the material in-
terface, thus a strong normal electric field component occurs in the gap. The low-index gap
also leads to lower long-range SPP propagation loss compared to that obtainable with higher-
index materials [152]. Thus, the photonic signals propagate over large distances with low
losses. Due to the hybridization mechanism, the analysis in this paper is focused upon the
properties of the fundamental quasi-TM mode. Based on coupled-mode theory, the hybrid
mode can be described as a superposition of the waveguide mode and the SPP mode,
Ψ = aΨSi + bΨSPP (5.1)
where a and b are the amplitudes of the constituent waveguide ΨSi = {1 0}T and SPP ΨSPP =
{0 1}T basis modes, respectively.
The modes of the coupled system are characterized by the system of equations discussed
in [152, 153]
nSia + κb = neffa (5.2)
κa + nSPPb = neffb (5.3)
where κ is the coupling strength between waveguide and SPP modes and nSi, nSPP are the
effective refractive indices of the silicon and SPP waveguides, respectively. The index pa-
rameter, ne f f , is the eigenvalue of this hybrid system, which quantifies the phase velocity of
the direction of propagation.
5.3 Results
The eigenmodes and effective indices of the hybrid nanostructure are computed using a full-
vectorial finite-element mode solver (FemSim, RSoft) over a broad wavelength range. The
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Figure 5.1: The mode profile at 1.55 µm for (a) waveguide mode silicon waveguide on SiO2
substrate; (b) SPP mode with Au plasmonic waveguide on top of silicon waveguide; (c)
hybrid gap mode with SiO2 acting as a low dielectric spacer between plasmonic and silicon
waveguides; (d) shows a zoom-in of the hybrid mode, which is confined mainly in the SiO2
region.
dispersion properties of each material are automatically taken into considerations in our nu-
merical simulations. The resulting raw effective-index data are fitted with a higher-order
polynomial, in order to smooth out small numerical discontinuities introduced by the mode






where ne f f is the effective index of the structure at free-space wavelength λ and c0 is the
speed of light.
Figure 5.2: The dispersion properties for waveguide mode silicon waveguide on SiO2 sub-
strate (green); SPP mode with Au plasmonic waveguide on top of silicon waveguide (blue);
and hybrid gap mode with SiO2 acting as a low-dielectric spacer between the plasmonic and
silicon waveguides, where we tune the dimensions so that (i) zero-dispersion is at 1.55 µm
(red) and (ii) flat-dispersion across 1.3 − 1.8 µm.
Figure 5.2 plots the calculated GVD versus wavelength for different waveguides. The
green (waveguide) curve shows the dispersion properties for the waveguide mode, which
corresponds to a silicon waveguide placed on top of the SiO2 substrate; the blue (SPP)
curve shows the SPP-mode dispersion, in which a 40 nm-thick gold layer acting as a plas-
monic waveguide is on top of the silicon waveguide, where this plasmonic waveguide can
also propagate electronic signals. The calculated dispersion of the first hybrid gap mode is
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demonstrated using the red (Hybrid 1) curve. Our results show that with proper dispersion-
engineering, and interconnect of zero dispersion is found at the communications wavelength.
For this particular waveguide, we use 480 nm × 440 nm (height × width) silicon waveguide
with 30-nm SiO2 gap, which has a propagation length over 120 µm. We also demonstrated
another hybrid gap mode in purple (Hybrid 2) curve, in which we have flat dispersion (i.e.
54ps/km-nm) across 1.3 − 1.8 µm. This hybrid structure has 300 nm × 220 nm (height ×
width) silicon waveguide with 30 nm SiO2 gap and the propagation length is about 45 µm.
Figure 5.3: The mode profile at 1.55 µm for (a) waveguide mode triangular silicon waveg-
uide on SiO2 substrate; (b) SPP mode with Au plasmonic waveguide beneath triangular
silicon waveguide; (c) hybrid gap mode with SiO2 acting as a low dielectric spacer between
plasmonic and triangular silicon waveguides.
Furthermore, we also investigated other geometry such as triangular silicon/plasmonics
waveguide hybrid structure, which is indicated in Fig. 5.3. Fig. 5.3(a) depicts the silicon
waveguide mode inside the triangular shaped structure. Fig. 5.3(b) depicts the SPP mode
beneath the triangular silicon waveguide with Au as the plasmonic material. And finally,
Fig. 5.3(c) depicts the hybrid gap mode with SiO2 acting as a low dielectric spacer between
the Au plasmonic and triangular silicon waveguide. As in the case of rectangular waveguides,
the geometry of the hybrid structure affects the tuning of the zero-GVD point as seen in
Fig. 5.4.
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W = 0.25 m
W = 0.30 m
W = 0.35 m
Figure 5.4: The dispersion properties for triangular hybrid waveguide mode. In all cases, the
height of the triangle is 0.25 µm, the SiO2 gap is 40 nm. The width (base) of the triangle is
different in each case as follows: 0.25 µm (blue curve), 0.30 µm (red curve), 0.35 µm (green
curve).
5.4 Concluding Remarks
The waveguide geometry can effectively change the dispersion properties of the hybrid
mode, which can potentially tune the flat dispersion at zero dispersion rate. Such flat and
low chromatic dispersion over a wide wavelength range can be crucial for enhancing non-
linear interactions of optical waves. In addition, they can be a crucial element for optical
interconnects, which are arguably the most important applications for silicon photonics.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
From the very early studies concerning light in Ancient Greece to the very recent researches
in optics in twenty-first century, we have come a long way trying to understand vision as
light radiating from our eyes, to the description of light as rays, then as particles, and then
waves, and finally exhibiting both particle and wave natures. After the invention of laser
several decades ago, essentially all of our long distance telecommunications are being han-
dled by lasers coupled with optical fibers. This scheme has led to remarkable increases in
information capacity and data rate. In recent years, the use of optics for shorter distances
has progressively increased, even, all the way down to the electronic chips themselves or for
connections on the chips. Since today’s computer chips are based solely on silicon material
due to its low-cost bulk manufacturing capability, conversion from electronic to photonic
domain is most suitable by the utilization of this existing technology. Therefore, silicon pho-
tonics today has a vast research and development history along with many novel applications
including hybrid laser technology, high-density optical interconnects, and optical integration
platforms [154]. However, with a growing number of approaches available, the question
remains as to in how many novel applications we can exploit silicon photonics as an obvi-
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ous solution and how it can easily be integrated with an electronic chip. This dissertation
answers these questions by describing three such applications for optical communications
using silicon nanophotonics.
In Chapter 2 we summarize the fundamental theory and concept of differential phase
shift keying, coherent perfect absorption, four wave mixing, and dispersion that are essential
to this thesis work. We also provide a concise description of various simulation tools. They
are 1) finite element method, used to compute modes and their effective indices inside optical
waveguides, 2) finite difference time domain, used to perform calculations regarding prop-
agation of electromagnetic waves inside optical media, and 3) effective index method, used
to approximate a computationally exhaustive three dimensional simulation into a faster two
dimensional analysis. Finally, processing steps for fabrication of silicon photonic circuits, as
performed at Brookhaven National Laboratories, have been detailed.
Differential phase shift keying is an increasingly important optical modulation format for
long-haul fiber communications and short-haul on-chip communications. Chapter 3 of this
thesis deals with such a DPSK demodulator circuit. At the heart of the circuit is a ring res-
onator. We have thoroughly designed such circuit, simulated it extensively and demonstrated
that using the phenomenon known as coherent perfect absorption we can indeed demodulate
a DPSK encoded signal at a data rate of 10 Gbps. This photonic circuit has several advan-
tages including small device footprint, existing fabrication technology compatibility, tunable
wavelength through temperature sensitivity, control of loss through carrier injection, and
being an active component of all-optical logic devices.
Nonlinear optics is an important part of optical science, especially silicon photonics due
to the presence of third-order nonlinear susceptibility of silicon. Four wave mixing is a sig-
nificant process that occur inside silicon waveguides. While this process is imperative to
obtain gain for a signal component at a particular wavelength, there exists a phase-matching
condition between the different propagation constants that must be satisfied. This condition,
in turn, limits the number of wavelengths that can be amplified through such FWM process
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that depends on the specific waveguide geometry and familiar. In Chapter 4 of this disserta-
tion we have shown that this stringent requirement can be eased if we exploit what is known
as non-Harmitian phase-matching and PT symmetry. It implies that a loss component is
added for the idler component through a coupled-waveguide structure and as the three waves
(pump, signal, and idler) propagate inside the main waveguide, the signal achieves gain at
the expense of decreasing idler. We have meticulously investigated FWM dynamics of both
a stand-alone waveguide and a coupled-waveguide. After exploring the dynamics on a free-
space optics using analytical method, namely, Runge-Kutta method, we have designed a
coupled-waveguide geometry and simulated it using FDTD method in a realistic material
system, namely, silicon photonics. Through our study we have found that by tuning the op-
tical loss of the idler component, one can achieve efficient unidirectional energy conversion
from the pump beam to signal component via FWM. Furthermore our results indicate that
signal gains of 5 dB for waveguide lengths of a few mm are possible over a large bandwidth
of several 100 nm, which is nearly two orders of magnitude larger than what is achievable in
a typical phase-matched silicon-photonics FWM system.
Dispersion is a very well-known and thoroughly studied phenomenon that causes the
problem of pulse broadening through signal degradation. While there have been many propo-
sitions to offset the effect of dispersion through innovative structures and material, using sil-
icon waveguides is the most straight-forward and cost effective method. In Chapter 5, we
propose a silicon-plasmonic hybrid optical waveguide that has the ability to suppress group
velocity dispersion at a wavelength of choice from the communication C-band by changing
the waveguide geometry. The silicon waveguide is separated from a plasmonic waveguide
through a low-index gap of silica. The electric field is confined inside this low-index region.
Through the various dimensions of this hybrid structure we have shown that the zero-GVD
point can be tuned in a broad wavelength range from 1.2 − 1.9 µm.
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6.2 Future Work
We have demonstrated DPSK demodulation using CPA in a microring resonator for a data
rate of 10 Gbps. For higher bit rates the device can be further made smaller in size since
higher the bit rate, shorter the path difference. For example, we can easily make the de-
vice to work at a data rate of 20 Gbps by halving the path difference between the two input
waveguides. This would not only be beneficial to work at higher data rates, but also make
the footprint of the device considerably smaller. Another important application of this de-
modulation scheme would be to extend it to other formats of integrated demodulators, e.g.,
differential quadrature phase shift keying (DQPSK) and 8-ary PSK. In addition, while this
application is illuminative, the use of CPA for DPSK demodulation is not limited to the
specific resonator geometry used here. Indeed, CPA is generalizable to any resonant cavity
and has been explored for Fabry-Perot cavities [81], photonic crystal cavities [82], and plas-
monic structures [155]. Therefore, the advantages and tradeoffs of different cavity designs in
terms of device footprint, efficiency, and OSNR as compared to other DPSK demodulation
techniques requires further exploration.
We have comprehensively investigated the gain of signal via FWM using non-Hermitian
phase matching technique in a coupled-waveguide system made of a realistic material (sili-
con). While this scheme shows the effectiveness of loss as a way to achieve gain, there are
several other waveguide geometries that need to be investigated, for example, Bragg grating.
After ascertaining the existence of a sufficient level of gain, one can further look into other
important parameters like efficiency. Also, since this non-Hermitian parametric process oc-
curs for second-order optical parametric amplification and third-order four wave mixing, it is
inferable that other important nonlinear phenomena like second harmonic generation, third
harmonic generation, self and cross phase modulation, Raman amplification can be investi-
gated under similar formulism. In addition, the first ever experimental demonstration of such
a system is yet to be executed.
Lastly, we have analyzed the effect of waveguide geometry for a Si/plasmonics hybrid
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optical interconnect structure on its zero group velocity dispersion points. Further analysis is
possible in terms of the effect of different plasmonic materials and low-index gap materials.
In addition, similar dispersion analysis can be performed by changing the material platform
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